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Abstract

Stickgame is one of the oldest indigenous games of chance still played today. But
as society and culture have changed to accommodate various historic and social
pressures, the structure of the game and the songs that accompany the gameplay too have
transformed accordingly. With the transmission of traditional values strongly curtailed
and severely handicapped over the last century, individuals have had to find new ways to
cope and new outlets with which to express their understanding of these changes.
In this thesis I focus on the changing use and performance of stickgame songs
belonging to the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes from the Flathead Indian
Reservation in western Montana. I examine how these songs act as markers of social
identity, what function they hold for those who sing them, and why. The role of
stickgame songs in facilitating contemporary intertribal and intragroup relationships
should not be overlooked. Though the game continues to evolve, it nevertheless holds
tremendous value and significance for those who play.
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Preface

The following pages contain an account of my time spent in Montana and Idaho
in July of 2012. Prior to my departure, I had envisioned my fieldwork experience as a
chance to learn about the songs that accompany the Native American gambling game
called stickgame and how the players view the importance of these songs to the gameplay
and their conceptions of social identity. As time went on, however, I found that I was
instead learning more about the history of the Bitterroot Valley and Flathead Indian
Reservation, as well as more broadly of the native people of this country – a history that I
had not been aware of previously. These poignant moments in time are still very much
fresh in the minds and memories of those I encountered on the reservation. During the
first two months of my return to Tufts, several concurrent events drove home even deeper
the significance of what I had been introduced to this summer, as many of the individuals
that I had been close to were impacted by these new developments.1
What I strive to do in my thesis is to be as honest and upfront as possible about
the limitations of my knowledge and why these limitations are in place. I want it to be
clear that my perspective is but one of many possible interpretations of the game and that
what follows is by no means an exhaustive account of stickgame and stickgame songs.
1

Many of the people I interviewed were awaiting news all throughout August and September on how the
Salazar Settlement would affect them. This settlement was part of the Cobell v. Salazar lawsuit from 2009,
considered by many to be one of the largest class-action lawsuits in U.S. history. Due to the
mismanagement of Indian trust assets and other natural resources by the U.S. government, several
reservations received large payouts, the just distribution of which sparked extensive debates and arguments
between tribal members and tribal councils. In September 2012, the Flathead Indian Reservation received
$150 million, half of which was distributed to over 7,500 enrolled members in the form of checks for
$10,000. Although news of this settlement resounded in the communities of those involved, I found that
few people in the East knew that this had even occurred. Many news articles have been published on the
settlement; the following links to one of them: http://missoulian.com/news/local/m-to-be-distributed-toconfederated-salish-and-kootenai-tribal/article_5819a54a-faf7-11e1-accf-0019bb2963f4.html

1

To “chase the bones” is a stickgame colloquialism that describes an individual’s attempts
to find the location of hidden bones held in members’ fists of the opposing team. Thus I
have deliberately entitled my thesis “Chasing the Bones” as a dual reference to the game
as well as to my relentless pursuit of the issues I encountered while writing.
When others ask me how I came up with the idea to go and study stickgame in
Montana in the first place, I tell them the truth: it was not my idea. In mid-January of
2012 I visited some friends at the University of Chicago, my undergraduate alma mater.
While there, I met Scott and Julie Bear Don't Walk, the new resident heads of my old
residential house in the dorms. Scott, who is a member of the Apsáalooke (Crow) Tribe, a
descendent of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (Flathead), and of the
Chippewa-Cree, grilled me over dinner about my decision to study ethnomusicology and
other cultures abroad. He asked me, “Why not Native American music?”
In subsequent email exchanges and a phone call, Scott told me about his family
who continues to take part in powwows and ceremonies on the Flathead Indian
Reservation. He suggested that “a trip to Flathead Country might just be the thing” for
me, but more specifically, that I should go to learn more about stickgame. Scott described
stickgame as both old and new: something that was contemporary but still held ties to the
past. Although I possessed little knowledge of Native American history and music, let
alone stickgame, I was intrigued. Scott’s description of the songs as possessing spiritual
power reminded me of the class I was then taking on music and trance; I was also curious
to see firsthand a gaming tradition that predated written history, yet had managed to
survive into contemporary practice.
Before leaving, I tried to conduct some preliminary research about the game and
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about the area in general. I knew that I was traveling to the Flathead Indian Reservation
but I had no idea what the reservation was like or what to expect. My initial literature
search turned up Alan Merriam's 1967 monograph on the music of the Flathead Indians in
addition to two masters theses that had been published 1972 and 1984 on slahal, the
Canadian equivalent of stickgame. I watched videos on YouTube of stickgame from
various powwows, but without actually being there, it was hard to understand what was
happening. With just a handful of written (and dated) sources with which to inform my
thesis, I hoped that once I reached the reservation, I could talk to others, witness
stickgame firsthand, and find inspiration through these subsequent interactions.
At the first powwow I attended in Arlee, I was caught off guard by the extent to
which stickgame had changed in the last few decades since Merriam's work. In his
monograph, Merriam described stickgame songs as being sung to the accompaniment of
rhythmic tapping with sticks on pounding poles laid on the ground. The two Canadian
theses I had read also described the game as being played on the ground with poles and
sticks. But I found that the traditional pounding poles were now only brought out in
special circumstances, as in the first game played at the Arlee 4th of July Powwow, a
memorial stickgame to commemorate those who had passed away over the last year.
Otherwise, every other game I witnessed during the month of July were played from the
comfort of one's own lawn chair and accompanied by rhythmic percussive instruments
ranging from frame drums to rattles to maracas, and even a tambourine!
Individual composition of stickgame songs, singing contests, commercial
recording and selling of stickgame songs on CDs, and stickgame tournaments are fairly
recent, yet very prevalent additions to the contemporary powwow scene. In an attempt to
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reconcile what I knew from before my fieldwork experience with what I found during it, I
tried to find out when and why these additions and modifications to the game and the
songs had come into being. Unfortunately, most of the current literature on powwows and
native culture in the United States includes little to no mention of stickgame, and even
less musical analysis or documentation of the importance of the songs. This discovery
consequently inspired me to try and fill in the chronological and thematic gaps in the
ethnomusicological literature on stickgame and stickgame songs from both a comparative
and historical perspective.
My position as a young, female, Asian American may have influenced the kind of
information that I received while in Montana. Bitterness towards the “white man” still
lingers on the reservation. For the first time in my life, the issue of my race and that of
others was made salient as I traveled from powwow to powwow. Many of my contacts
despaired over what they viewed as the decline of their culture, thanks to the quickly
dwindling number of native fluent speakers. I listened to stories of what it used to be like
when the “old folks” played and sang, compared to the current state of stickgame. Some
of my older interviewees denounced the arrival of the white man and subsequent
introduction of the ugly spirits known as money, alcohol and drugs into their society. I
was privy to many poignant and personal stories of abuse at the hands of religious
authorities and boarding school teachers. In one of my interviews, I was told that before
judging that “dirty, drunken Indian,” I should first consider the circumstances that led
him to be there and like that in the first place. The more I met and spoke to others, the
more I found that I was learning less about stickgame and more about the history behind
what shaped the game into what it is today and also what shaped the players themselves
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into who they were today.
Three powwows and a casino-hosted tournament later, I am still by no means an
expert on stickgame. But my brief stay in the West infected me with a love for the game
and for the kind and generous people that I met. I am grateful to all those who have
helped and encouraged me throughout this journey. It is my hope that through the
completion of this thesis I can help to further educate my readers on the significance of
stickgame and the historical and contemporary issues that make up the context in which
the game is played and the songs are sung.

5

Introduction to Chasing the Bones

(An origin story of stickgame, as relayed to me by Richard Murphy)
First there’s man. Everybody lived in the grass. The fox, the doe, everybody lived
here. And the prettiest person in the whole earth was the family of man, the
animal man. But he ravished the land! Ate everything that he could see. Every
bush, every animal that he could… so there’s nothing left on the fields but bones
and sticks. Then the Creator Raven came back down. Said, “Shh, shh stop it.
We’re out of game. You, go out and gather sticks. You, go out and gather bones.”
So he taught them a game, to both the animals and to man. And the first game
they played was a tournament for dominion. Man won the game. But out of
respect, that’s why he’s singing animal songs.1

Stickgame is one of the oldest native games of chance still played today. The
gameplay is straightforward; played between two teams, team leaders attempt to guess
the hidden location of small bones clenched in the fists of members from the opposing
team. Constant rhythmic accompaniment and singing accompanies the game while team
members and onlookers attend to the action closely, having bet either money or material
goods on the game's outcome. In the past, the game played a significant social and
economic role as a point of intertribal contact for Native North Americans. While
stickgame may no longer be the primary mode of contact and trade between tribes today,
it continues to hold an important diplomatic role at contemporary tournaments and
powwows as individuals choose sides and sing songs primarily based on familial and
tribal loyalties.
In the past couple of decades, the powwow circuit has seen a split between

1

Interview, July 2012. There are many different versions of the stickgame origin story; I heard at least two
different stories in Montana, and others were hinted to me as well. I was told by some individuals that they
couldn’t tell me the stickgame origin story over the summer, as Coyote was involved, and Coyote stories
are only told in the wintertime. Lawrence Johnson’s 2000 documentary on Hand Game also features a
different origin story quite prominently.
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competition (also known as “contemporary”) and traditional powwows.2 As part of the
powwow scene, but also insofar as it is played outside of the powwow grounds,
stickgame too has begun to take on an increasingly money-oriented bent. Pots of games
can be worth up to tens of thousands of dollars; with the rise of these high-stake games as
well as the recent creation of stickgame tournaments, traditional material games in which
physical goods were bet have all but been replaced. Many songs, instead of being
preserved and passed down through families, are now made up (composed secularly) by
younger natives looking to make a name for themselves in the stickgame arena. This has
consequently led to a divide in attitudes and practices between generations of stickgame
players.
In my thesis, I use historical, comparative, and ethnographic methods to reveal
underlying connections between the game, the songs, and the context in which stickgame
is played. Rather than view stickgame as a static practice or the songs as “authentic”
markers of native identity, I contend that both traditional and contemporary incarnations
of stickgame are manifestations of a dynamic and continual process that allows the
individuals involved to articulate, create, and negotiate individual and collective notions
of social identity over time. My goal is then to make sense of how the changing features
of stickgame songs reflect historical events and social pressures that have taken place
over time, thus culminating in what we hear today.

Fieldwork and methodology
The physical portion of my fieldwork, for which I traveled to Montana and Idaho, took
place in July of 2012. I began by attending the 114th Arlee 4th of July Powwow which ran
2

Scales, 2007.
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from July 3rd until the 8th; the Montana Salish are the traditional hosts of this powwow,
which is located at the southern end of the Flathead Indian Reservation. At Arlee, I met
up with Scott Bear Don’t Walk's younger sister Eldena and older brother Urban, as well
as their godparents Lee Ann and Clark Matt and Eldena’s boyfriend Joshua Brown.
Eldena, Josh, and Urban both helped to introduce me to stickgame players who they
thought might be helpful for me to interview and also showed me around the powwow
grounds.
The following weekend, I drove four hours north to Browning for North
American Indian Days on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation. I had wanted to go to NAID
solely because of an advertised stickgame song singing contest but learned too late that I
had missed it. I arrived late on Saturday, July 14th, and the contest had taken place the
previous night. I had also expected there to be more activities taking place the next day
but gusting winds caused most of the vendor stalls to be shut down and I saw no one else
there in the morning, so after visiting the Museum of the Plains Indian, I drove back to
Arlee.
From July 20th to the 22nd I attended the Kootenai-hosted Standing Arrow
Powwow in Elmo. Urban gave me the phone number of Junior Caye ['kajaj] to call the
day before I left; he told me that Junior, his wife Gigi, and the rest of their family were
avid stickgame players and if possible, I should try to contact them and meet up with
them at Standing Arrow. I called Junior the morning of the powwow to introduce myself
and he told me that it would be fine if I met with him to talk about stickgame. For the
next three days, I sat with the Kootenai team as they played their opponents. I also joined
in the singing for the first time ever as I sat with the Cayes, sang their stickgame songs,
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and tapped along with my hand on my knee. After the powwow ended, Junior invited me
to a family barbecue on the edge of Flathead Lake where I had the chance to interview
“Wal-Mart Richard” Murphy, an older stickgame player, as well as play an informal game
with Junior’s youngest son Mayuk and other Caye family members and friends.
In the last weekend of July, I drove three hours west to Worley, Idaho, for the 19th
Annual Coeur d'Alene Stickgame Tournament, held at the Coeur d'Alene Casino and
Resort. I wanted to try my hand at betting and playing for the first time, and attending the
Friday scramble (a new format in which teams are formed using randomly drawn names)
seemed like the perfect place to do so. I thought that by joining the scramble, I would be
on a more or less equal playing field with everyone else because the teams had not been
formed in advance. Although my team was knocked out in the first round, I had a great
time staying up all night with the Cayes and Wal-Mart Richard watching the remaining
games. I was not able to stay for the rest of the tournament, as I had to catch a flight back
to Chicago on Sunday, but I was able to catch the tail end of the traditional material
stickgame on Saturday morning and say my goodbyes to the Cayes before driving back to
Montana.
Throughout this period, I made intermittent trips to the University of Montana in
Missoula where I could take advantage of the books and vinyl records at their library,
and, even more importantly, cassette copies of Alan Merriam's original fieldwork
recordings. I visited religious missions and various museums around the area in order to
gain a better picture of the history surrounding and shaping the lives of natives and nonnatives alike in that part of the country. I also spent much of my free time at Nkʷusm, the
Salish Language Revitalization Institute, in Arlee. Eldena’s boyfriend Josh is one of the
9

cofounders of Nkʷusm, and thanks to him, I was able to meet and interview Patrick
Pierre, a Pend d’Oreille elder, as well as other Salish language specialists and teachers.
Chaney Bell, also a co-founder and lead teacher at Nkʷusm, and Kale “Goozer” Gardner,
a Salish language learning specialist, graciously took the time to meet with me and
answer my questions about stickgame. Goozer also allowed me to record him singing
stickgame songs upon my promising that I would not be selling these recordings for
money.
Several factors limited me in the writing process of this thesis: 1) Time; I spent
less than a month conducting the physical portion of my fieldwork. I remain conscious of
the fact that there were many more powwows and tournaments that I could have attended
had I stayed longer. Although I did not get to meet and interview as many people as I
would have liked, I continued to communicate with individuals online as well as over the
phone upon my return to the East Coast; 2) Expertise; as someone new to native and
indigenous studies, my lack of knowledge regarding current theories, effective methods,
and correct terminology used by scholars in this field proved to be a large obstacle that I
found (and continue to find) difficult to overcome. I sought to remedy this by being as
thorough as possible in the literature search I conducted of Native American history and
culture, but the desire for meticulous research impeded my progress; 3) Authority; as a
non-native and newcomer to stickgame, I worried that I would not be able to do the
subject justice.
Given the complicated history of research in this country concerning native
peoples and cultures, I wanted to be as respectful and humble as possible in my written
representation of the individuals and communities involved. Many of the conversations I
10

had were not recorded; much of the content contained with these and other interactions
will not be shared within this thesis for various reasons. Because there is no singular,
absolute, correct way of portraying stickgame, what follows is my own understanding of
the social and historical processes underlying the game. As with all research, the material
I present in this thesis will always be open to critique and subsequent revisions by future
scholars; these revisions can only improve and better enrich our understanding of the
topic at hand.

Chapter preview
I begin my thesis with an explanation of how to play stickgame. Across North America,
there exist many different variants of stickgame; with the first chapter, I explain how to
play the most common version of stickgame found in western Montana and Idaho today.
In the second chapter of my thesis, I situate my research by presenting a brief
history of the anthropological and ethnomusicological research that has been conducted
in western Montana, particularly among the Salish and Kootenai peoples. I refer to old
records and accounts from the early to mid-nineteenth century that mention stickgame, in
addition to early anthropological work on Indian games, before expanding this scope
outwards to include contemporary research on native and indigenous studies across North
America in order to situate my own work.
In Chapter Three, I address the stickgame song itself and include viewpoints from
both Salish and Kootenai individuals. Alan Merriam was the last ethnomusicologist who
focused on the study of music from the Flathead Reservation. In the time since he
conducted his fieldwork in Montana in the 1950s, which culminated into a monograph
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that was published in 1967, few music scholars have returned to the area. I was fortunate
to have had access to Merriam's recordings and early reports from the field when I visited
the University of Montana in Missoula in July of 2012. I describe various sources of
origin for the stickgame song before comparing my recordings with those of Merriam's,
as I discuss the issues faced by scholars regarding the recording, transcription, and
representation of Native American music.
In Chapter Four, I turn to play and performance theory in order to consider how
individuals engage with concepts of the self on multiple levels through the performance
of singing and other activities of stickgame. I then link my ethnographic observations to
findings from empirical studies from the social psychology literature on formations of
group identity and the social self. Finally, I posit possible links between shifts in society
to shifts in social identity amongst contemporary stickgame players.
In the fifth chapter of my thesis, I describe in greater detail the stickgame scene
today as I observed it in Montana and Idaho. Here, I discuss the impact that competition
and inter-group rivalry have had upon the game and the songs. I then end this chapter
with reflections on what implications these recent developments hold for stickgame and
those who play it.
Before continuing, I ask that my reader keep in mind these words from
ethnomusicologist Charlotte Frisbie:
While we struggle to use process-oriented paradigms to deal with all of the
hybrids, fusions, unending transformations, shifting boundaries, and
renegotiations, I would urge us to remember that underneath all of the
chaos are real people, living real lives that include music and often, musicmaking. There is more to individuals than their constructed and
reconstructed identities, reinvented histories, and nostalgia for homelands.
Without real people continuing to be important parts of our work, the
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"ethno-" is gone, and we cease to be ethnomusicologists.3
Stickgame predates written history, yet it is also a modern-day phenomenon. For
many, it holds incredible spiritual and symbolic significance. For others, it is a way to
win money and status. There are countless ways to describe and theorize about
stickgame; it is impossible to satisfy everyone with a single perfect account of how things
are done. It is also not my intention to completely demystify the game or the individuals
involved. Although I strive throughout this thesis to describe the game and the songs as
richly and accurately as possible, ultimately there is no better way to learn about
stickgame than to go and experience it in person for yourself.

3

2006, p. 211.
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Chapter 1 – How to Play Stickgame

The town of Arlee, located at the southern end of the Flathead Reservation in
western Montana, hosts a summer powwow every year during the week of the Fourth of
July.1 The Arlee Fourth of July Powwow is an example of the contemporary powwow, a
large social gathering where participants may partake in “opportunities for community
and intertribal celebration involving singing, dancing, camping, visiting, courtship,
‘making relatives’, and honoring elders and veterans.”2 Historian Robert Bigart, who has
conducted extensive research on the history of the Montana Bitterroot Salish, noted that
the earliest attempt to hold a powwow in Arlee was in 1891. Because traditional Indian
dances were still illegal at this time under laws set forth by the Office of Indian Affairs,
however, various government officials threatened to use U.S. Army intervention to break
up the gathering.3
There is only one entrance leading into the powwow from the main highway that
cuts through Arlee; each day as I drove along this road, I passed by the rodeo arena on
my left, separate from the main powwow grounds. A makeshift station barred the
entryway to the powwow proper; here, cars were randomly stopped by the various police
officers and volunteers manning the station. If stopped, drivers were asked if they were
bringing alcohol into the event despite the signage posted at the entrance saying that

1

Many tribes in this country have a history of organizing powwows around Independence Day, as holding
celebrations in honor of the Fourth was one way for tribes to get around the restrictive cultural policies set
in place by government officials and religious missionaries in the late nineteenth century.
2
Scales 2007, p.1.
3
In 1977, Salish elder Blind Mose Chouteh dated the first Arlee Fourth of July Celebration back to three
years before the 1901 smallpox epidemic. Bigart corroborates this report by noting a sermon that Father
George de la Motte, S.K., gave near Arlee in 1898. There, de la Motte “talked about the revelry of the
Jocko Indians on Jul 4, 1898. While the sermon did not mention traditional dances or label the occasion a
powwow, presumably de la Motte was preaching against the Fourth of July Powwow.” (Arlee, 1988)
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absolutely no alcohol or liquor was allowed. Not all powwows enforce such rules, and in
the past the Arlee Powwow did allow alcohol on the grounds. In recent years, however,
the powwow has remained a dry event in an attempt to cut down on unruly and
disrespectful behavior.

Figure 1. View of Arlee stickgame arbor from dance arbor.
Two wooden pavilions, or arbors, are permanently erected at Arlee specifically for
use at the annual powwow (Figure 1. View of Arlee stickgame arbor from dance arbor).
Amidst the sea of cars, RVs, and pick-up trucks on the border of these arbors, tipis and
tents dotted the outskirts of the powwow grounds although a few patches of land close to
the dance arbor were reserved for the cars and tipis of the elders. Various stalls circled the
main grounds; there, vendors sold goods ranging from Pendleton blankets and jackets, to
15

various CDs and books on Native American history, to boxes filled with animal bones,
sage, or sweetgrass. There were also a variety of stands that sold refreshments such as
fresh-squeezed lemonade, coffee, Chinese food, Jamaican food, frybread, and menudo.
Next to the stickgame arbor was a building set up with card tables for games like
blackjack and poker; I never entered the building, but I could see players sitting there late
into the night from my vantage point on the stickgame arbor bleachers (Figure 2. Card
tables for blackjack, poker, and other gambling games were in the building to the right
with the neon “OPEN” sign.).

Figure 2. Card tables for blackjack, poker, and other gambling games were in the
building to the right with the neon “OPEN” sign.
The Arlee Powwow began with a memorial ceremony at 7 pm on July 3rd. In the
program, a special note under the entry for the ceremony requested that all attendees
16

refrain from gambling until the ceremony had ended, after which time the memorial
stickgame would then take place. Although dances and other events received strict
scheduled times in the program, the memorial stickgame was the only formal mention of
stickgame anywhere at Arlee. Over the course of the six days of the powwow,
individuals played stickgame day and night. Games might last for hours and hours until
the sun came up in the morning, although I often left the powwow shortly after midnight
to go home. I also noticed a dearth of tourists and non-natives in the stickgame arbor;
those who did choose to sit on the bleachers behind the players often did so in order to
find a temporary place to eat their food or to rest their feet. The absence of stickgame
from the program, save for the memorial stickgame, combined with the stickgame arbor’s
physical location being separate from the main dance arbor, thus led to the creation of
this seemingly exclusive microcosm within the realm of the Arlee powwow grounds.

How to play stickgame
Stickgame equipment
A stickgame set consists of sticks, used as tally markers to keep score, and bones, small
unmarked (plain) and marked (striped or conspicuously marked in some manner) objects
that are hidden in the fists of players over the course of the game. Some individuals also
refer to the bones as female (unmarked) or male (marked).4 Sticks and bones can be made
out of any material, with bone/antler, wood, and plastic being the most popular. The
variant of stickgame played by the Salish and Kootenai in western Montana uses ten
sticks plus an extra kickstick (a stick that is used to start the game) for a total of eleven, in

4

In my interview with Richard Murphy, he said to me: “It’s like in all of nature, the adornment goes on the
male, the feathers are on the male… it’s female, male, not unstriped versus striped” (July, 2012).
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addition to two sets of unmarked and marked bones (see Figure 3. The stickgame set
given to me by the Bear Don’t Walk family. Note that there are five red sticks and five
blue, with the kickstick incorporating colors/patterns from both. Two of the bones (these
are made from deer antler) have not yet been marked.). The ten sticks are divided into
two bundle of five sticks (each team receives one bundle when the game begins), and
each bundle of five sticks possesses its own distinctive color or pattern to distinguish it
from the other five. The kickstick incorporates colors or patterns from each bundle of
sticks. This style of stickgame that utilizes ten sticks plus a kickstick is the most popular
variant of stickgame played at tournaments and powwows in the Northwest of the
country today.

Figure 3. The stickgame set given to me by the Bear Don’t Walk family. Note that there
are five red sticks and five blue, with the kickstick incorporating colors/patterns from
18

both. Two of the bones (these are made from deer antler) have not yet been marked.

Roles of players
There are two main roles that individuals may possess in stickgame: pointer or hider. If a
team member is not pointing or hiding, he or she participates by drumming and/or
singing. Teams alternate between hiding and guessing (pointing); the pointing team is led
by an individual who is generally considered to be the team leader. There is one pointer
per team, although if he or she has been doing particularly badly or is getting “stuck”
(pointing in the same direction over and over again), he or she may then designate a
second pointer to take over and make the next guess.5
The pointer is responsible for guessing where the hidden bones on the other side
are located, but when it comes time for their team to receive the bones, he or she also
decides which individuals on their team to give the bones over to hide. Hiders are
responsible for hiding the set of two bones given to them; they do not necessarily have to
sit next to each other, and the act of hiding is generally independent. That is, hiders do not
confer beforehand over who is going to hide each bone in which hand. If a hider does
well, the pointer might allow that same person to continue hiding the bones, but if a hider
is doing poorly (and has to give up their set of bones to the other team after being found
out), the pointer might choose a different person the next time around.
The act of hiding varies from individual to individual; the most common method
that I observed consists of first rolling the two bones between one’s palms or shuffling
them from hand to hand behind one’s back. Some players may also choose to use a scarf,

5

The players on the other team then make sure that their hiders know that a new pointer has taken over by
flashing two fingers or pointing at the individual. Thus hiders may adjust their strategy accordingly.
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shawl purse, or hat in which to mix the bones. When individuals are ready to bring out
the bones, they may hold each fist straight out in front of them with the bones clenched
within each hand; they may cross their arms over their chest with fists tucked into their
armpits; they may also use scarves to hold the bones, although this method is sometimes
discouraged for fear of cheating.6 Some players may choose to be flashier than others in
their movements; I saw some individuals who would toss their bones spinning into the air
before hiding them, and at the Coeur d’Alene scramble in Idaho, I watched a young boy
pull his shirt over his head until it was covered completely, pull his arms into the sleeves,
and then hide the bones within the confines of his shirt.
The number of players needed for a game is variable. Except for tournaments in
which teams with specific numbers were created in advance, at all of the powwows and
informal games outside of powwows I witnessed, teams could range anywhere from two
people to fifty or more. Stickgame can also be played between just two individuals; when
I attended the Coeur d'Alene tournament in Idaho, for instance, I played a one-on-one
game with an older man (“Walmart Richard” Murphy) while we waited for other players
to finish registering. We took turns hiding sets of lighters, one with a rubber band around
it, one without, to simulate the unmarked and marked bones. Because there were only
two of us, neither of us sang as we rolled and shuffled the lighters back and forth, and
when we were ready, we laid both sets underneath my scarf while the other person
pointed.

6

One method of cheating using a scarf involves creating a tunnel with the cloth; the bones are ostensibly in
the hider’s hands when she holds them up but if she tilts the cloth when it is time to reveal the hand with
the unmarked bone, she may transfer the bones through the tunnel so that the marked bone is shown
instead. I saw a few instances of this happening; sometimes it was very obvious, other times it was not. I
never saw anyone being called out for cheating, but I heard stories of individuals who were banned from
tournaments and open games at powwows.
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How to start a game
Before a game starts, pointers sit down opposite one another and wait for fellow team
members to join them. Team members are often made up of family, friends, and fellow
tribal members, but in large “open” games, anyone can join a game at any point by
pulling up a chair or sitting on a bleacher behind the team that they choose to support. At
these open games, strangers may test their luck with a well-known pointer from another
tribe, or two tribes that normally play against one another might sit with one another
against a third. Support is generally shown by joining in with the singing or drumming, as
well as betting on the outcome. But I was also surprised a few times at Arlee when I
would sit on a bleacher behind a team and someone who I thought was just a silent
spectator would be tossed the bones by the pointer. Familiarity thus also plays a big part
in the pointer's choice of who hides the bones.
Games start by a process of “kicking off,” which occurs between just the two
team leaders. Each lead pointer takes a pair of bones belonging to his own set and then
proceeds to hide the bones. No singing occurs while this happens. Once they are ready,
the two pointers bring their closed fists out in front of them. One pointer will first guess
the location of the unmarked bone by moving his fist to the desired direction or gesturing
with his chin. The other pointer will then open up his fist to reveal whether the guess was
correct or not; this process is then repeated, only with the roles reversed. If the two
pointers tie (both correctly guess the location), they repeat the hiding process until just
one person has guessed the correct fist with the unmarked bone. The loser puts his set
away while the winner’s team starts the game with his stickgame set, the first kickstick
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now on their side.

How to score points
Continuous drumming and singing accompany the actions of the team currently hiding
the bones; hiders generally do not join in with the singing while hiding. If a pointer
correctly guesses the location of the plain, unmarked bone for both hiders on the other
team, the hiders must then forfeit their bones to the pointing team, usually by tossing the
bones onto the ground separating the two teams. The new hiding team then begins a new
song immediately; the pointer for that team is usually the one to decide and launch into
the new song, and his or her teammates then join in as soon as they can.
While hiders proceed to hide their bones in their clenched fists, the pointer from
the other team watches them closely, looking for giveaways or movements that might
give away the location of the unmarked bone. If a pointer guesses the location of the
unmarked bone correctly for only one individual, that individual must throw his bones
over to the other side. Meanwhile the remaining hider will hide the bones again as the
pointer from the other team also tosses over one stick (because he guessed wrong for one
set). If a pointer guesses both hidden locations incorrectly, two sticks must be given up to
the other team, and the hiders hide the bones again. Teams may only receive sticks
(points) if they are currently hiding the bones; one stick per incorrect guess is lost to the
other team whenever the pointer unsuccessfully guesses the location of the bones on the
other team (See Figure 4. Possible hiding combinations from perspective of pointer who
must correctly and simultaneously guess the location of each unmarked bone in the fists
of the two hiders on the other side. (A.) Outside, (B.) In the middle, (C.) Right, (D.) Left.
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for diagram of possible hiding combinations).

Types of pointing gestures
Just as there are four different possible configurations for hiding the bones on a team,
there are four different types of pointing gestures that can be used during a game. They
are “left,” (point with the index finger or gesture with the entire hand to the left) “right,”
(point with the index finger or gesture with the entire hand to the right) “inside/down the
middle,” (make chopping downwards motion with hand, palm out to the side) and
“outside” (extend index finger and thumb in a “V” or “L” gesture). Although this type of
pointing was the only kind I witnessed in my fieldwork, I subsequently learned that there
were other methods of pointing as well. In recent years, the creation of tournaments
hosted at powwows or tribal casinos have forced the organizers to come up with a
standard set of rules, and most rules explicitly ban thumb pointing. Thumb pointing,
which is most commonly used by the Blackfeet Tribe, is banned because the point may be
misleading. Whereas a standard point to the left is made with the index finger extended
and pointed to one's left, thumb pointing to the left would entail one's thumb pointing to
the right. This quickly becomes confusing or misleading if teams are not paying close
enough attention, and can lead to instances of cheating.

Betting on the game
As stickgame is traditionally a gambling game, betting is often involved, but does not
necessarily define the game. Most bets are made before a game starts and involve doubleor-nothing wagers, but money might also be wagered on the outcome of kicking off, or
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side bets might be placed on the outcome of the next point. These in-game wages are less
common, however. The process of betting also depends on the context and the amount of
money being offered up by the betting individual, as well as the total amount being bet by
all betters combined
Betting can be informal; one popular method is that of holding up a wad of money
(a twenty dollar bill, a five dollar bill, etc.) and waving it around until someone on the
other team takes notice and matches that bet. One person may then hold onto that money
until the game ends, although most often bets are placed into the ground between the two
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Figure 4. Possible hiding combinations from perspective of pointer who must correctly
and simultaneously guess the location of each unmarked bone in the fists of the two
hiders on the other side. (A.) Outside, (B.) In the middle, (C.) Right, (D.) Left.
teams for safe keeping. If the bet is not placed in the middle, however, this system relies
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on the other individual’s good faith. As Kale “Goozer” Gardner relayed to me, “I
remember when I was just a little kid, ten, eleven years, I had five bucks, and I bet this
old lady, she was a Kootenai lady... I bet her five bucks, and I won the game, and I went
to collect from her and she said I didn't bet her.”7
The collection of bets may also be more formalized; if the game has particularly
high stakes (worth thousands of dollars), a ledger or notebook is used to keep track of
each individual's wager and a game will not start until offers from both teams are met and
matched. I often heard shouts of “Short! Short!” ringing through the stickgame arbor,
signifying that teams were still looking for participants and/or more money to match the
ante from the other side. It can take anywhere from ten minutes to a few hours to match
and collect the money for a game; Goozer told me, “One time we were short, me and a
friend, and we split it, I had fifteen hundred dollars in the game, and we lost it in about
three minutes. You know, and it took probably about three hours to collect the money.
And then it took three minutes to finish the game.”8

Changes in stickgame attitudes and behaviors
There is a performative, almost theatrical, element to stickgame. Some individuals like to
toss the bones in the air before hiding them and will make a show out of the hiding
process. Not all individuals are partial to this theatricality, however. In recent years,
stickgame has conspicuously changed in ways that have rewritten past notions of
allowable and unallowable behavior.
When I asked Vernon what changes he had seen in the game since he first learned

7
8

Interview, July 2012.
Ibid.
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to play, he responded:
Certain protocols of the game were more strictly adhered to such as not
stepping into the middle of the game (the area between the poles); the
sticks, bones, poles, etc. were treated with more respect; spiritual power
played a more important role in the game; taunting and showing off were
strictly taboo. Tournaments and rules came into play and quickly overtook
the way the game is played.9
Many people described the middle ground between the poles to me as a sacred place, a
zone where individuals should not walk over or cross. Goozer described this as a sort of
spiritual battle zone, where “stuff” would be passing through the middle, shot by the
singers and players using sumesh. This is why the first song sung by pointers used to be a
song of protection so that their team would not be hurt by the other medicine man leading
the opposition.10 But today, children will sometimes run through the middle without
being reprimanded, pieces of trash litter the ground amongst the bundles of cash, and
spectators stand to the side without fear of being hurt.
When I asked Goozer for his thoughts on what it meant when players tossed the
bones into the air, he replied:
It's just showing off. It's used to, I think, in part to get into the other
pointer's head, just to aggravate 'em, tease them because they keep missing
you. You know, it's a big adrenaline rush, really exciting when you're
getting away from somebody. I mean, you wanna show off, get into the
song. But according to my poppa and them, the old people didn't do that.11
It appeared to me that the act of “showing off” had become almost synonymous with the
act of baiting the other team. Junior told me in our interview:
It's their way, they're just showing off. Trying to get the other team mad.
They're just showing off, they think they're hot, they think they're big, they
think they're the best stickgame player, so they do all that stuff, and hoping
they'll get the other team mad. ‘Cause when you're mad, you really can't
9

Email, September 2012.
Interview with Kale Gardner, July 2012.
11
Ibid.
10
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play stickgame then. You just start doing things, you start pointing, you
change your strategy, you change the way you point, it gets you all mixed
up, and then you lose. That's why they do that, to one another, to distract
one another. From the game. They do something, distract them away from
the game. That's what I think they do.12
Junior also explained how the games today lasted much longer than the games in
the past due to the prolonged dramatization of the game by certain individuals.
I remember when I first started playing, I'd sit on the ground. And I'd play
on the ground. Elderly people, handicapped people, they'd use a chair here
and there, you know. Sittin' in the back they'd have a chair, for the people
that sat up front, they wouldn't use a chair. I remember when my dad used
to play, he never used to leave where he sits. He would have the bones and
he'd just stand up and look, and he'd throw them to somebody. And today
when they get the bones, they get up, they walk down the row, they walk
down it just slow, lookin' at everybody slow, and they keep the bones, they
come back this way, give them the bones, he goes and he sits down, they
point, they miss two, he'll get up, walk wayyyy down there and pick the
bones up, walk all the way back down to the other person, take his bones,
and give them bones, and walk all the way back over there to give them
the bones, then come back and sit down again. So what does that do? It
makes the game longer than it should be. And here you got these people
with voices singing, getting them tired… they do that. And then they go
and have their sticks and touch their bones, they walk way down there and
touch the bones and go sit down. I mean, what does that have to do with
stickgame? That's another change that I would see.13
Goozer corroborated this view in his interview as well:
When my tupia [great-grandparent] played, my grandma and my mom
would go on to sit by her, and she would say, you can't sit here, this isn't
for fun. And now, people mess around and you know, they used to just
sing their songs and tease each other, but now people make a big show of
it. I'm sure you was there, you've seen it. Back then when they started a
game, whoever won picked up his bones and he tossed them out. And he
didn't sit there, rub them for half an hour, get up, walk around and make a
spectacle, he just handed them out to his hiders. And now guys will get up,
and you know, and really show off and disrespect.14
Several individuals described stickgame to me as a game of psychological

12

Interview, July 2012.
Interview, July 2012.
14
Interview, July 2012.
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warfare; players often wear sunglasses in an attempt to hide their eyes from the pointer,
so as to not reveal any inadvertent glances or twitches towards where the bone might be.
In my game with Wal-Mart Richard, he told me that he could read me fairly easily
(although I tried to fake some obvious giveaways to throw him off). Another individual
also told me that when he wasn't actively participating in a game, he liked to study his
opponents to learn where they liked to hide/point.
While the rules of stickgame are relatively easy and straightforward to learn, I
found that the more I talked to players about their feelings about the gameplay and the
songs, the game became even more complex. There are many intricacies of behavior and
of acting to the game; some are specific to the individuals using them, others are more
culturally and historically conditioned. In my interviews it became clear that there were
ideas in place by the stickgame community regarding what was acceptable and what was
not – but over time, even these attitudes and behaviors had begun to change.

My first experience playing stickgame
On the afternoon of July 6th, I took a break from watching stickgame to make my way
around the perimeter of the powwow grounds. I noticed a stall with frame drums and
stickgame sets, and, thinking that it might be a practical purchase for my research, I
approached the vendor and asked him how much one of the stickgame sets would cost. I
explained that I was a student interested in learning more about stickgame and stickgame
songs. The vendor told me the cost of the set but then added that rather than buying a set
of sticks and bones, it would be much cheaper if I just made my own using electrical tape
for the marked bone, and dowel rods for the sticks. He then introduced himself as Marcel
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and challenged me to a friendly game of stickgame. I laughingly protested, saying that I
didn't know any songs. But Marcel egged me on, telling me that I could sing the song in
my head if I wanted to. And so I consented to a quick game.
Marcel quickly explained the rules to me and then handed me a set of plastic
bones. I took the small white cylinders, one with a black stripe around it, the other one
without. I thought of the hand movements I had seen over the past few days in the
stickgame arbor and did my best to emulate them. I rolled the bones between my palms
and blew on them, all the while thinking lucky thoughts, then moved my hands behind
my back and nodded my head in time with the stickgame song in my head. When I felt
the time was right to come out with the bones, I brought out my closed fists and held
them in front of me.
Marcel gauged my eyes to see if I would follow his gaze, but luckily for me, I was
wearing sunglasses, and I stared stoically ahead. He then made a sudden gesture to his
left and, caught off guard, I opened my hand to reveal the unmarked bone. Marcel shook
his head and told me to hide the bone again as that had not been his true point. He
explained that I had fallen for his fake gesture, the intention of which was to watch the
other person's reaction to see if they would give away anything by moving their head or
eyes, lean to one side or shift weight in their hand holding the bone. He said that when he
next made a true point versus a fake one, he would make a sound.
I thought of another song I had heard earlier that day and sang it to myself in my
head. Again, I rolled the smooth bones between my hands and then put them behind my
back to switch them around. Marcel pointed again when I was ready. This time I did not
fall for the false point and did my best to look ahead and have my gaze remain as steady
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and neutral as possible. He then pointed again, this time grunting, “Ho! Ho!”
I smiled, opening the hand to which he had pointed, only to reveal the marked
bone. Marcel shook his head and threw one of his sticks to my side of the table. He then
said, “Go again.” In the next few minutes, I proceeded to win another five sticks in a row.
Marcel was flabbergasted. He said that winning all ten was called a home run and
wondered if I would be able to achieve one on my very first time playing stickgame. We
would have kept going except the emcee in the dance arbor suddenly made an
announcement over the PA system that the dancing was about to start, and so I bid Marcel
goodbye so I could catch the start of the War Dance.
The win kept me in positive spirits for the rest of the day. As I left, I thought some
more about my strategy, which had been to try and guess his strategy. Should I keep the
unmarked bone in my right hand? Or switch because he might think that I'm switching? I
wondered if my winning was attributed to beginner's luck, my wearing sunglasses, or if
there really was something about the songs that I had been singing in my head.
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Chapter 2: Stickgame and its Historical Context

The first game of the 114th Arlee Fourth of July Powwow was a memorial
stickgame, played in honor and commemoration of those who had passed away over the
previous year. The game pitted women against men as the two teams sat on the dirtpacked ground of the stickgame arbor and tapped the long wooden poles in front of them
with slender sticks in time to their songs. Between the poles lay bundles of Pendleton
blankets, clothes, scarves, tobacco, and other goods. I watched, transfixed by what
seemed to me at the time to be well-rehearsed gestures by the leaders of the teams. Sticks
and bones changed sides without stopping to the accompaniment of voices raised in
laughter and song (see Figure 5. Memorial stickgame at Arlee Powwow).
Once the poles were taken away, a crowd of new players came in with lawn chairs
and drums in hand. Money, rather than material goods, was now the currency of choice,
and after a flurry of pre-game betting activities, it lay in piles on the narrow strip of dirt
between the two teams or held in people's hands and purses. All of a sudden, the air filled
with the rhythmic, hollow pounding of frame drums and the occasional shaking of
sibilant rattles. Powerful voices cut through the air as one team belted out their first song.
I was struck by how the atmosphere had completely changed, and the force and energy
with which men, women and children alike sang and moved together stunned me.
The games that I witnessed were markedly different in sound and feeling from the
games I had read about in Alan Merriam's monograph and other written sources. In
interviews that I later conducted, I was intrigued by the many comments describing the
differences between “old” and “new” stickgame. But when and why did these changes
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occur? These questions, and more, were on my mind throughout the first few days of the
Arlee powwow as I struggled to reconcile what I saw with the written works I had read
previously and to understand what influenced these changes in the first place.

Figure 5. Memorial stickgame at Arlee Powwow.
This chapter is intended to provide the reader with a background of the academic
writing concerning stickgame, as well as a history of events and actions that may have
influenced the musical and structural changes that resulted in the game we see today. I
have chosen to focus here on history for several reasons: first, reviewing the events that
occurred around the turn of the twentieth century regarding federal Indian policy helps us
to better understand the resulting impact that these policies had upon Native American
communities, families, and culture; second, historical documents allow us a glimpse into
the past through the eyes of early travelers and explorers, which yields a point of
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comparison between these early versions of stickgame mentioned in the literature with
what is played today; third, examining the scholarly treatment of Native American music
and culture from the last century, and particularly from this region of the country,
highlights the paucity of information available on stickgame songs, a circumstance my
observations strive to partially address.

Early accounts of stickgame
Early historical accounts provide rich and fascinating descriptions of the attitude towards
gambling and Native Americans from that time period. The earliest written records of
stickgame that we have access to were written by explorers and missionaries in the
nineteenth century. Euro-American contact with the tribes in the West increased during
this time as traders and missionaries reached the Plateau area, and their reports, letters,
and journal entries offer descriptions of tribes in the earliest stages of acculturation.1
In the early 1800s, explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark traveled west
through the area known today as the Bitterroot Valley. The valley is thought by many to
be the ancestral home of the Flathead (known today as the Salish, or “the people” in their
language) but a series of treaties and government actions in the mid-1800s led to the
removal of the tribes from this area, forcing them to relinquish all claim to the Bitterroot
Valley and reside in what is now the Flathead Indian Reservation.2
Lewis and Clark kept meticulous journal entries that described their surroundings
and the peoples with whom they made contact. They were the first white men to

1

Lohse and Sprague, 1981.
This name is misleading; today, the Flathead Reservation is home to the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes. The Salish and Kootenai each have their own separate cultural committees, but they
jointly operate and manage many of the resources on the reservation under a single tribal council.
2
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document their meetings with the local natives.3 In an entry from April 18th, 1806, Clark
wrote a detailed description of a game that caught his attention:

The Shad-datts bantered the Skillutes to play with them at a Singular Kind
of game which was Soon Made up and 9 of a side Sat down. They were
Some time making up their bets of Beeds, brass thimbles or tubes, robes,
etc., etc. When the bets were all made up then one on each Side took
opposides faceing each other at the distance of about 12 feet. In front of
each party was placed a long ple on which they Struck with a Stick and
Sung. They made use of 2 Small pices of bone in this form and Size. A
bone was given to 2 men of the Same party who changed it from hand to
hand with great dexterity one hand above the other looking down, and
when he was ready for the opposit party to guess he Seperated his hands
Swinging them around the breast looking at the opposit party who waved
their hand to the Side the bone was in. if the opposit party guessed the
hand of each man the bone was given to them. If neither it was nothing. If
they guessed one which they might single out if they pleased they recived
his bone, and lost on the other as they hapened to fail in guessing. They
also lose one if they fail guessing both. The game is plaid at different
numbers & each party has 5 sticks.4
We might recognize this as a description of an early version of stickgame. Clark’s
description of long poles that were used by both sides, with anted goods in the middle, is
reminiscent of the memorial game that I watched on the first night of the Arlee Powwow.
A few differences from today’s version should be noted: the number of tally sticks given
to each team was five, and only one bone was given to each hider, as opposed to two.
Soon after Lewis and Clark's expedition to the West, as natives and non-native
settlers came into increasing contact with one another, the government began to take a
more intrusive stance in their enactment of federal Indian policy. Having established
independence from European colonial powers in the early nineteenth century, the federal
government could now focus on internal concerns such as inwards territorial expansion.

3

Fletcher, p. 81.
4 Thompson, p. 137-138.
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But as obstacles in the pathway of this westwards expansion, Native Americans became
viewed as less of an external threat and more of an “internal nuisance.”5 The Office of
Indian Affairs (OIA) was created in 1824 and placed under the jurisdiction of the
Secretary of War; officials from the OIA spent decades in vigorous opposition to dances
on reservations.6 A few years after the creation of the OIA, President Andrew Jackson
signed into law the Indian Removal Act in 1830, which forcibly removed and relocated
many southeastern tribes to the West in what we know today as the Trail of Tears.
One example of the increasingly negative view towards Native Americans can be
seen in the memoirs of American pioneer-turned-entrepreneur Granville Stuart. In the
following account, written in 1857, Stuart portrayed a common gambling scene in which
he made clear his ambivalence towards the game and those who played it.

[The Indian is an] inveterate gambler and will gamble even the shirt off his
back and walk home naked. The mountain men as a rule were almost as
bad, and much of the time during these long winter nights and short winter
days, was taken up by playing the Indian gambling game of “Hands.”
Those inclined for a game would collect at some lodge. Inside there would
be a pole usually a lodge pole, about six feet long and on either side a
number of Indians and often white men. They would sit and sing or drone
a sort of song, all the time beating on the pole with sticks. One always
knew by these sounds that a game was in progress within the tepee. The
gamblers would sit opposite each other and they would have a polished
stick or bone about an inch long and an inch or inch and a half in diameter.
The man who starts the game takes the piece of bone in his hand and he
shifts it back and forth holding his bands over his head in front and behind
him and when he thinks he has sufficiently bewildered his opponent he
stops and the other guesses which hand the bone is in. If he makes a right
guess he wins and wrong he loses.
They take turns hiding the bone whether the man who had the bone wins
or loses the next man takes his turn. They wager everything they possess
on this game; horses, blankets, belts, war bonnets, skins, robes,
vermillion paint, saddles, shirts, leggings, moccasins, and tobacco. Usually
5
6

Mazur, p. 238.
Troutman, p. 6.
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the gambler has a pile of his belongings beside him and will wager first
one article and then another, and the pile grows or diminishes as luck is
good or bad. It is no uncommon thing to see one man in camp with about
everything in his possession and next day perhaps be almost naked, having
lost one day what he was won the day before. The singing and beating on
the pole is not solely to furnish music to the players. The musicians are
usually unsuccessful gamblers, pounding and singing to make “medicine”
so that the next time they would be lucky.7
In reference to Stuart’s naming of the game, “Hands,” it is unclear if this was a
popular term used by many others to refer to the game. The use of a name, however,
implies that outsiders were becoming more familiar with stickgame. This is further
emphasized in Stuart’s description of “mountain men” playing, thus showing that
stickgame was no longer an entirely mysterious, exclusive activity and that gambling had
become a pastime for both natives and non-natives alike. Notably, this account mentions
that the songs accompanying the game had a function outside of just “furnishing music”
to the players; Stuart was aware that songs are also used to make medicine (sumesh, or
spiritual power).
In addition to the writings of pioneers and explorers, magazines such as The
Frontier also portrayed romanticized snapshots of life out West. More importantly, some
of the stories featured in these magazines included references to stickgame. An issue of
The Frontier from 1935 included a story on “Hand-Game” but it is unclear how much of
this story was based on fact or fiction. In this story, author Jack Starkweather vividly
portrayed a game between the Kutenai (Kootenai) and another unnamed tribe:
During the Medicine Lodge last summer, we had one of the biggest and
most exciting hand-games I've ever seen. The Kutenais had come to visit
us from their reservation across the mountains, and they had a lot of
buckskin, camas roots, and bitter roots. Our people were short on those
things, and so the Crazy Dogs got up a good team to take on the best
players of the Kutenai tribe in the old time hand-game. In case you've
7
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never seen a game, it's like the white folks' game of “button, button, who's
got the button.” Our people, however, make up a side of four fellows and
they sing the gambling song which is real fast and exciting, and they keep
praying to Sun and their medicine helpers like the otter and raven, while
they hide the two bones in their hands. Then the other side guesses for the
plain bone, the one without the black stripe...
And then ahead of me I could hear the thumping of the dance drums and
our men singing the gambling song real fast and happy like, and I knew
that what Tom told me was true – our side was winning. This hearing the
Indian and the white music mixed up was sort of funny, now that I come to
think of it, but right at that time I was in a heat. My old gambling blood
began to get up; it seems like it's a real exciting feeling, and it must come
natural to any one with Indian blood. They tell us in church that gambling
is wrong, but when something like that's natural in your blood I guess
there isn't much you can do about it to keep it from coming to the top once
in a while, and especially when you hear that gambling song. It's the only
one of our tribe's songs that I really know well. I can seem to remember it
from way back, which just goes to show that it's in your blood. The song
has a real fast beat to it, and they usually just tap the ground with sticks,
which makes quite a bit of noise when there are twenty or thirty men
doing it. This night they had a bunch of small drums which had a high
note in them and sounded a lot different. The song goes awfully fast, and
there is a lot of exciting sounds to it, which sounds better yet when a
woman gives a “yi-yi-yi” every once in a while. Funny what a song like
this can do; it sure sets your blood to running faster and faster.8
While this story does not directly name a location, based on the context of the
quote and the tribes mentioned, it is almost certain that Starkweather (or the fictitious
protagonist) was describing an encounter between the Kootenai and the Blackfeet in
western Montana, as the Blackfeet, located to the northeast of the Flathead Reservation,
are known for their use of four bones while playing hand game.9 In Starkweather’s
description, we see that stickgame now incorporated the use of sets of two bones, one
marked, the other plain. He also noted the church’s disapproval of gambling, an attitude
that he himself struggled with, being half-Indian and feeling the desire to play “getting up

8
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in his blood.”
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, government officials began to embark
upon a campaign of detribalization. As the government continued to break treaties with
and withhold treaty-guaranteed rations to tribes, reformers worked with Congress to
develop a plan to bring Native peoples to their own standard of civility.10 The Dawes Act,
passed in 1887, ushered in a period during which land was taken away from Native
Americans and allotted to settlers. The act also paved the way for the assimilation of
Native Americans as OIA officials created off-reservation boarding schools, designed to
remove Indian children from their home and educate them to fit the bureaucrats’ ideal
mold of civilization. Strategies for doing so included “the shunning of tribal affiliations;
forbidding the use of tribal languages; dressing and grooming the children to look as
‘non-Indian’ as possible; teaching jingoistic American history...and subsuming their
religious life into strict interpretations of Christianity.”11 The boarding school system
ended up “bequeathing more than simply “unpleasant memories” for generations to
come... it became an instrument that emotionally scarred generations of innocent
children, leaving them and their children, as well, victims of institutionalized cultural
genocide.”12 As Native Americans in this country continued to lose more of their original
way of life, ethnologists and other researchers, sometimes under the employment of the
government, worked to track down, record, and study songs and other aspects of native
culture before they disappeared completely.
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Beginnings of organized research into music
In the early 1900s, the growth of comparative musicology and other scientific attempts to
document human development and culture led to a push for the collection and
comparison of data on Native American tribes. Part of this resurgence in preservation and
documentation came from a growing public desire to consume native culture even outside
of its original context. There was also an increasing trend towards unraveling the mystery
behind Native American origins and histories, with a particular emphasis on the
importance of knowing native languages in accomplishing this task.
The need for more anthropological research resulted in the founding of the Bureau
of (American) Ethnology in 1879, with the intention that the Bureau would produce a
systematic and coordinated study of American indigenous cultures. But as reports from
Bureau data collectors and observers varied in their quality and “frustrated the ultimate
goal of complete compilation,” researchers began to advocate for stricter fieldwork
methods and training.13 Franz Boas, one of the leading pioneers of anthropology in the
United States, trained his students to move away from the speculative branch of armchair
research and instead use ethnographic methods in their work with other cultures and
tribes. Boas also encouraged other anthropologists to study music and was the first to
publish a comparative study of the same song as transcribed by different scholars.
Around this time, two prolific collectors of Native American music emerged:
Alice Fletcher and Frances Densmore. Perhaps best known for her work amongst the
Great Plains Indians, Fletcher published 46 monographs revolving around Indian music
and ethnology, and the results of her work inspired many future ethnologists and
composers. Fletcher initially transcribed melodies by ear, but with the invention of the
13
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phonograph in 1890, she was able to use it to record even greater quantities of Native
songs.14 She was also known for her close collaboration with piano teacher John
Fillmore; inspired by her and Fillmore’s transcriptions, contemporary American
composers began to use Indian music in their own compositions. This collaboration was
controversial, however. Because he believed that Fletcher's Omaha informants had “an
inferior sense of pitch discrimination,” Fillmore asked the confused individuals
repeatedly “to choose between unsatisfactory alternatives.”15 As Fillmore helped to
transcribe Fletcher's collected melodies into pieces for the piano, he would also add
harmonization, syncopation, and other musical elements not present in the original
recordings (Figure 6. Transcription of a game song by Fletcher and Fillmore.).
Outside of her contribution to the study of music, Fletcher had an enormous
influence over federal policy regarding land allotments. As a special agent working for
the OIA, she was in charge of assigning land allotments, and according to her biographer
Joan Mark, was “more responsible for the final shape of the [Dawes Act] than any other
individual,” which Fletcher referred to as the “Magna Carta of the Indians of our
Country.”16 Also of note is Fletcher’s belief that “treaties needed to be broken, for she
believed Indians were occupying more land than they could make use for.”17 Despite such
beliefs, Fletcher nevertheless had a tremendous impact and influence over future
ethnologists – several of which looked up to her as a role model, Frances Densmore
among them.
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Figure 6. Transcription of a game song by Fletcher and Fillmore.
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Like Fillmore, Densmore also altered the songs she recorded in her transcriptions
of them; she harmonized melodies to fit within the Western scale and music notation
system, and even turned one into a choral march for use in Indian boarding schools. As
composers took these transcriptions and used them in operas and other compositions,
Densmore took these usages as “practical use of her studies and...as justification for the
renewal of her contracts with the Bureau of American Ethnology.”18 But Densmore’s
dedication to her work resulted in the publication of over a dozen monographs on the
music of individual tribes from every part of North America. Over the course of her
lifetime, she recorded over three thousand songs, and created transcriptions of at least
2,500 of them for use in her publications and lectures. Many of her monographs provide
detailed descriptions of Indian life at that time, with multiple references to stickgame and
other games of chance.
Scientific approaches to the cross-cultural study of music defined the first part of
the twentieth century. Comparative musicologists (who began in Germany and Austria)
sought to define and delineate the musical styles and characteristics of “exotic,” nonWestern cultures, including Native America. Alexander Ellis created the “cents” system
of pitch measurement that was subsequently used by many comparative musicologists
and ethnomusicologists, as it made possible for the first time the “objective measurement
of non-Western scales.”19 Erich von Hornbostel and Carl Stumpf also contributed many
valuable findings to the field of comparative musicology with methods stemming from
their backgrounds in psychoacoustics and human cognition.20 In 1933, George Herzog
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and Helen Roberts (both students of Franz Boas), as well as Charles Seeger, founded the
American Society for Comparative Musicology.21 Herzog was the first anthropologist to
combine his training under Boas with the approaches of comparative musicology, and his
work set the trend for future generations of ethnomusicologists to follow.
In the second half of the twentieth century after World War II, “objective,”
scientific inquiries into music as an object remained. But ethnographic fieldwork into the
subjective qualities and experiences of music began to take greater precedence, and in the
1950s the Society for Ethnomusicology was formed. Many ethnomusicologists during
this time started their careers by studying the music of various Native American tribes,
such as Alan Merriam (Flathead/Salish), Bruno Nettl (Blackfeet), and David McAllester
and Charlotte Frisbie (Navajo).

Contemporary research on stickgame
A surge of political activism in the 1970s attracted national attention to the status of
Native Americans in this country. Tribes began to assert their rights to land and other
resources as individuals and groups filed lawsuits against the government and those in
charge of handling those assets. With the Red Power movement, beginning in the late
1960s, individuals “mobilized to address Indian grievances such as broken treaties, and
lack of control over their resources, education, and governance.”22 These actions created
the momentum for the passage of the 1975 Self-Determination and Education Assistance
Act, which affirmed the tribes’ right to greater control over their lives and resources; the
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act also changed the definition of what it meant to be “Indian” as a member of a tribe and
as a member of a pan-tribal ethnic group. This change to identity also included more selfesteem and assertiveness, as well as a stronger legal position.23
Since this period in the 1970s, few scholars have written about stickgame and
other gambling games in the ethnomusicological literature; research on powwows and
other Native American musical culture tends to focus on music associated with drum
groups and dances held at these events. The dissertation of anthropologist Bill Brunton,
published in 1974, is the most recent publication that I have found regarding the study of
stickgame in western Montana. But Brunton’s dissertation concentrated on kinship
relations and social grouping as expressed through the game, and there is almost no
mention in the text of the importance of the song to the game save for a few cursory
descriptions. Brunton, who also wrote about stickgame for the Handbook of North
American Indians, likewise glossed over the song in his entry. The 1977 Proceedings of
the American Ethnological Society, on forms of play among Native Americans, included
two articles on stickgame played in Montana. But these articles theorized the game as
demarcating notions of identity (Boyd, 1977) or serving as a form of societal
maintenance (Cheska, 1977) with only passing mention of the songs.
We know that travelers and scholars have been aware of stickgame for centuries
now; its presence in the Western powwow scene today is nearly ubiquitous, and
stickgame was the “centerpiece” for many powwows in the 1960s and 1970s.24 Why is it
then that few scholars have bothered to write about stickgame songs? The lack of
information in the ethnomusicological and anthropological literature on the songs and
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their importance to stickgame is troubling. Without an updated record, the academic
portrayal and knowledge of the people and musical culture from this area risk becoming
obsolete. By glossing over the role of the song, these scholars are also denying one of the
most essential features of stickgame.
In his monograph on the Flathead, Merriam brought up concerns regarding “the
changes which have taken place in historic times and also those which are presumed will
take place in the immediate future.”25 Merriam observed that regarding their changing
conceptualization of music, “contact with the West has had its greatest influence” and that
“this potential for change is enhanced by the historic situation in which the Flathead now
find themselves.”26 He hypothesized that in the future, new generations would continue to
carry on traditional forms of music, but the values and meanings attached to these forms
would differ. In the following chapter, I examine some of Merriam’s concerns as I take
the stickgame song as my primary object of inquiry.
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Chapter 3: The Musical Features of Stickgame Songs

In the third week of July I attended the Standing Arrow Powwow in Elmo,
Montana. Located at the northern end of the Flathead Reservation, the Kootenai tribe
hosts their annual summer powwow here every July. At the Fourth of July Powwow in
Arlee, I often sat in the back of the bleachers or stood to the side at games and had
listened and watched as teams faced off against one another. From my vantage point, I
could not yet differentiate the teams who were playing, nor appreciate the extent to which
the songs enriched and amplified the gameplay. At Standing Arrow, however, I became
truly aware of the centrality of song to the playing of stickgame. Every night at the
powwow, I pulled up my lawn chair and sat with Louis Caye, Jr., known as “Junior,” his
wife Gigi, their sons, and other extended members of the Caye family and Kootenai tribe
as they faced other teams. As I sat with the Cayes for hours on end, the singing and
drumming that filled my ears instilled within me a deep sense of solidarity and
community with my fellow teammates.
For many who play stickgame, the songs constitute the most essential element of
the game itself. Vernon Finley, a member of the Kootenai tribe, told me in an email, “The
songs are an integral part of the game, just as important as the sticks and bones
themselves. It wouldn't be stickgame without songs.”1 In the previous chapter I showed
that stickgame songs have been known to be a part of stickgame for centuries, yet
qualitative descriptions of these songs remain notably absent from the literature. Without
sufficient description of the sounds and songs that accompany the game, stickgame
becomes muted, flat, and devoid of excitement and life.
1
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I include viewpoints from both Salish and Kootenai stickgame players in this
chapter as well as transcriptions and analyses of Salish and Kootenai songs. By sharing
perspectives from members of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes who live on
the Flathead Reservation, I hope to characterize in writing as best as I can what it is like
to be a part of the stickgame scene from the players' perspectives and what the songs
sound like to their ears as well as those of the outside observers'.

What is a stickgame song?
In 1967, Alan Merriam identified three possible origins for the Salish musical repertoire:
the supernatural/spiritual, made-up songs, and songs from other tribes. Songs that owe
their origin to the spiritual sphere are granted to the singer by Creator or other spirits.
These songs are imbued with power (sumesh, or “medicine”) that may help the singer in
various aspects of life, stickgame included.2 In the past, the ownership of songs that were
understood to have their origin in the supernatural realm was respected and taken very
seriously. Unless an individual gave another person permission to sing his or her song,
that song was considered to be his or her private property. Singing another person’s or
tribe’s songs without permission risked incurring negative consequences, including
angering Creator, injuring oneself or others by using the song improperly or ignorantly, or
overusing a song until it lost its power.3
“Made up” songs are understood by individuals to be created or composed
without outside spiritual help. Merriam wrote in his monograph that few individuals were
2
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willing to admit that they composed their own songs, as such songs are “a recent
innovation and an inferior product by definition...a substitute product which represents
change as well as a second-rate substitution for something which lies at the core of
Flathead values and beliefs.”4 This attitude lingers today; many of the players I
interviewed voiced some element of animosity or controversy over the subject of made
up songs and referred to them variously as “fake,” “not real,” etc. It should be noted,
however, that all of the individuals I interviewed were more traditionally minded in terms
of their adherence to and preference for the older songs.5 Despite this bias in my
interviews, in the time since the publication of Merriam's monograph, there has been a
significant increase in the proportion of made up songs heard today at powwows, casinos,
and other places where stickgame might be played. As made up songs have become more
commonplace, more people are now willing to admit to making up their own songs –
especially when it comes to recording them.
In my interviews, several players described stickgame as once being a spiritual
battle between two medicine men and their teams. Through song and gesture, the
medicine men simultaneously protected their own team from the others’ sumesh while
also trying to overwhelm the others’ in a struggle for power. Whoever had the most
powerful sumesh or the most effective songs would then win. Merriam noted that for the
Flathead (Salish), the vision quest served as one way to acquire songs from the spiritual
or supernatural realm.6 I could not ascertain whether people still pursue the vision quest
today, however. Because of the limited time I had on the reservation, as well as my desire
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to not overstep any boundaries while interviewing others, I did not ask specific questions
about sumesh or the vision quest.
The divisive attitudes towards made-up stickgame songs as well as beliefs
associated with the various origins of songs came through in one interview. In the middle
of July, I interviewed Chaney Bell and Kale “Goozer” Gardner at Nkʷusm, the Salish
Language Revitalization Institute in Arlee. I had met Chaney and Goozer previously
when I sat in on a morning class at the school, during which high school students and
Salish Language Learning Specialists went through Salish language exercises on the
board together. Although Chaney, one of the co-founders of Nkʷusm, had little
experience with stickgame, Goozer, a Salish Language Learning Specialists, was wellknown within the community for his love of stickgame and the old songs. In the
following excerpt from one of our interviews, Goozer briefly touched upon methods of
song acquisition and expresses his distaste for made up songs:

Goozer: ...Today everyone just sings whatever songs and they make up
songs that ain't real.
Kathleen: Songs that aren't real...what do you mean?
Goozer: Like I mean just somebody sitting around just trying to create a
song that sounds good in his head, but it's not... you know what I'm talking
about?
Chaney: Like it wasn't a song that came to him in a vision?
Goozer: Yeah, like...
Chaney: They didn't go pray for the song.
Goozer: Yeah. They didn't work for the song. It's just something that they
and somebody just... [taps hands on knees] was just tapping around, and
something decent come out.
Kathleen: I talked to someone... he was saying that these days, it's kind of
like “Top Ten” kind of songs.
Goozer: Yeah, you know, they are. There will be a song that comes out. It's
kind of just like regular music now, I guess, a song that comes back, and
pretty soon everyone's singing that song. And everyone, they're using that
song and they don't even know what it is...like, a lot of old people got their
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songs from fasting, from a spirit gave them their songs, and that was like
their... can I go into this, you think? [to Chaney]
Chaney: [unsure, shrugs and smiles]
Goozer: Well, just, whatever. A lot of people got their songs through
spirits. And them are the songs that they used. They used medicine, they
had medicine dances, they had different ceremonies, stickgame, they used
them songs and a long time ago, like when my tupia [grandparents or
great-grandparents] played, stickgame was fun, but a lot of it, stickgame
was like a spiritual battle amongst the main guy on each side, the pointer.
You know, they would try to hurt each other. And a lot of times it
happened. There was a guy up at Elmo who just passed away... he
intentionally hurt people in a spiritual way. And you would see people's
faces turned sideways... but now people just play to play and sing songs,
but my family that still plays, a lot of people down here and a lot of
people, the Kootenai people, they still sing their songs and their family
songs.
Chaney: Are there just specific stickgame songs?
Goozer: Yeah. The old people, our elders before us, before Pat [Pierre, a
Pend d’Oreille elder], I think they knew, I know they knew what stickgame
songs were. When they was given a song, it was, you're gonna use this for
stickgame. And now, songs, they just sing them any time. You hear
stickgame songs sung at different ceremonies, medicine dance, jump
dance, I mean, you hear 'em sung at a lot of different things. You'll hear a
song sung from here that a family had, you go up north and they're singing
that same song in a different way for something else. And back then, there
were certain songs that did things for you. Like my great uncle, he had a
song that if he sung it, he wouldn't lose. But to sing that song there were
consequences for using it that way, to profit, to gain money off of it.
Chaney: What do you think of that? Like today? You don't think you can
use stickgame songs somewhere else?
Goozer: As far as, do I think you could use it at different ceremonies?
Chaney: Or anything, if somebody asked you to sing a song somewhere
else, could you use it?
Goozer: My personal opinion, and this probably differs from a lot of
people's, is that if Creator gave you a song, and then you use it in a good
way, then you can sing it anywhere. That's my thought. That's probably
not the way most people think. A lot of times when people are given
songs, it's “Use it for this, use it for this” and there are certain songs we
don't sing at stickgame, they're only used for certain things. And I think a
lot of people, they've probably lost their ways. Like, it's just changed, you
know.7
In my conversations with Goozer and other stickgame players, tensions between
the past and present frequently emerged. The changes to stickgame songs and gameplay
7
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appeared to be historically linked, although the exact reasons for when and why these
changes occurred were never explicitly stated by the interviewees nor the written
literature. Contrasting the time from when he first learned how to play stickgame to how
the game was played today, Vernon told me the following:
Everyone used to sit on the ground or on a blanket on the ground. Most
people kneeled on the ground to play. Everyone used pounding sticks and
the pounding pole to keep rhythm. There were no hand drums. The song
itself was considered the power that helped you make sticks and win the
game (not the noise of the loudest drum, like nowadays). Individuals back
then sang their own songs. Songs they had received in a spiritual way. It
was unheard of to sing someone else's song, strictly taboo. People from
the pointer's tribe usually played with them, tribe against tribe. (Email,
September 2012)
In his email, Vernon noted that it was once taboo to sing another person's song.
Today, however, many made up songs are widely shared and sung by others. This might
be due to the perceived lack of sumesh or spiritual power attached to these songs, as
without fear of repercussion, individuals may now more freely share their songs with one
another. Goozer told me that he liked the older songs better because he could hear the
power or the gifts in the song, but not with the newer songs: “You close your eyes and
sing or hear them songs, you can feel the spirits. It’s good medicine. The new songs
don’t have that because they weren’t given, they were made up by individuals that just
want to hear people singing their BS songs, gives them a power trip.”8
Of the 226 songs that Merriam recorded in the summer of 1950, nineteen of them
were acknowledged by his informants to have originally belonged to other tribes before
becoming a part of the Salish musical repertoire. 9 Today, the commercialization of
stickgame song CDs and other recordings of games and powwow songs uploaded to the
8
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Internet have all significantly contributed to and augmented the degree to which players
are exposed to other tribes and their songs. Despite the increased ease of exposure to new
songs, however, the stigma associated with singing a song known to belong to another
family or tribe remains. Individuals also continue to disagree over the provenance of
songs. A Blackfeet singer told me at the Standing Arrow Powwow that many of their
songs had been taken by the Kootenai and Salish; a Salish player told me that the
Kootenais stole their songs; the Kootenai individuals I interviewed asserted that they sang
their own songs:
I love to sing our Kootenai songs; we are probably the last few people who
still sing our ancestors’ songs which originate from time immemorial. I
don’t know if you were still there or not but if you remember that last
game on Friday night of Elmo Powwow (Standing Arrow Powwow) the
one that I was pointing and it was a marathon game like 3 or so hours
long, we never once sang a song twice, between my brothers and me we
can sing the majority of the Kootenai stickgame songs but we are still
learning songs!10
While Merriam's categories or song origins have more or less remained intact to
this day, I believe that we can expand the last category of learning songs from other tribes
to include learning songs from other individuals in general. This process is facilitated
today through the sharing and use of recording media where individuals may now more
readily access songs from others regardless of spatial location or tribal affiliation.
Towards the end of his monograph, Merriam made the note that “rather extraordinary
changes” in stickgame had taken place since 1937. 11 I wonder if he would have predicted
even more changes to the musical structure as well as to the organization of the game just
a few decades after the publication of his work.
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Features of the stickgame song
By the end of my third day at the Arlee Powwow, certain songs started to sound familiar
to me. Vernon described this recognition as a sort of “Top 10” phenomenon: just like
songs that might be replayed on a radio more frequently than others, certain songs might
be more popular or sung over the course of a powwow more than others. As time went
on, I also found that I was beginning to detect certain stylistic nuances and musical
features of stickgame songs that separated particular teams based on geographic location
or tribal affiliation.12 In this section, I describe what I perceive to be the main features of
melody, rhythm, and vocables in a “standard” stickgame song.

Melody
The combination and organization of pitch classes and pitch intervals that comprise a
song's mode and melody are fundamental to the essence of what constitutes a song.
Melody is the defining feature that marks individual stickgame songs and keeps them
separate from one another. Within a few moments of hearing a song (tempered by the
timbre specific to the singers' voices), players can recognize immediately who is singing,
playing, and where they are from. There is no strict rule on what pitch a note must start
on; songs may start on any pitch so long as the intervals remain the same. Hence, there is
limited room for variation; the first time that I met Eldena Bear Don’t Walk, she told me a
story about how Salish elder Johnny Arlee had taught her a stickgame song which she
12
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then sang to her infant daughter. Later, Eldena found out that she had been singing it
wrong, but it was okay because the song then became her own.13
Stickgame songs are composed of short melodic phrases that repeat until the song
comes to an end. Players on the hiding side stop singing when the locations of both pairs
of bones have been guessed by the other team’s pointer; once the bones are on the other
side, that team then begins to sing. The longest I heard a song being sustained on one side
was about fifteen minutes, but in most of the games I observed, songs would last an
average of five to seven minutes. In games that last for hours, it is not uncommon for
individuals to start losing their voices.

Rhythm
Until recent decades, slender sticks that tapped upon two long poles set on the ground
constituted the primary rhythmic accompaniment for stickgame. Stickgame at the Arlee
Powwow in 1977 was described as being played on “two poles...sunk lengthwise into the
dirt at the teams’ feet. Participants slap and tap sticks on these poles in time to their hider
game songs. Spectators stand to the rear of their favorite team.” 14 Less than three
decades later, however, the poles were rendered all but obsolete. As the poles became
replaced by frame drums and rattles, the tempo and dynamic range of stickgame songs
changed accordingly.15
Songs from early recordings that feature the constant tapping of sticks upon poles
13

In addition to melody, the story behind a song is also another way to keep the songs straight, as Goozer
told me that if you knew the origin story of a song or who it belonged to, that was enough to keep them
separate. He also remembered songs by singing them all the time in his head and out loud.
14
Boyd’s description of the songs from this time period were less informative, and she described them as
varying from a “very casual delivery, to mumbled chants, to well-rehearsed song chains” (1977, p. 211).
15
Merriam noted that “the skin-covered drum retains its importance, while the rattle is not particularly
important. Beating on planks or other objects is characteristic of song forms, but square drums are absent”
(1967, p. 326).
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are comparatively faster and quieter (less individuals singing) than the songs of today. In
these recordings, the tapping is not always directly on the beat, nor is it always in unison.
In his attempt to make sense of the beat that accompanied the songs he studied, Merriam
wrote that:
The instrumental beat tends to fluctuate in speed, lagging slightly behind
or running slightly ahead of the melodic beat, then catching up or slowing
down to accord with it. The general impression often received is that
coincidence of the two beats is not an important musical matter for the
Flathead and that they tend to be somewhat negligent about it. Simple
pulses are the rule, and stressed and unstressed beats are important in
certain types of songs. Triplet patterns are not used in the accompaniment;
tremolo is used only occasionally; and even beats in syncopated
relationship to the melody are infrequent.”16
Although I would not characterize stickgame players as being “somewhat
negligent” in their rhythmic accompaniment, at times I could not follow the beat; singers
seemed to variously alternate between singing straight with the beat, slightly behind it, or
not with it at all. I did hear occasional beat patterns organized in triplet patterns but the
majority of drum hits were in an even meter, struck in relatively even patterns of two or
four. Several players I interviewed referred to swung strikes (equivalent of dotted eighth
and sixteenth note) as “double beats.” The rhythm tended to stay the same over the course
of the song, but there were a few with exceptions. When something exciting in the game
was happening, drums might beat louder to signal excitement. If the game was down to
the wire and a pointer was trying to guess the location of the very last bone, or if the
pointer had been missing point after point, the drummers on the hiders' end might hit
their drums even louder and in a very obvious syncopated fashion. This kind of hit,
especially when hit very hard and aimed at the other team, was not considered respectful

16

1967, p. 329, emphasis mine.
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by some of the players I talked to, yet it remained a fairly consistent feature of many of
the games I watched.

Vocables
All of the songs that I heard sung this summer used vocables instead of words for the
singers’ vocal delivery.17 When I asked Goozer if he knew of any Salish songs with
words in them, he replied that they were none, but there were some Cree songs that did
have words. Ambrose replied that there was one very old Kootenai song that he knew of
that still had words. The vocables featured in stickgame songs are not arbitrary; in a way,
these vocables function as the words or text of a song, which made it difficult for me to
sing along with others at first.18 Although I quickly and easily learned the melody, it was
harder for me to learn the exact vocables for each note and I felt shy about singing the
wrong vocables out loud.19 In a phone conversation, Charlotte Heth, a well-known
ethnomusicologist of Native American music and culture, posited that vocables might be
a form of sung baby talk, a way to facilitate communication between groups without
having to use formal language. Because phrases in stickgame songs repeat numerous
times before ending, newcomers can more readily learn songs and participate with the
group when vocables rather than words are involved.
17

There was one exception to this rule; at the Standing Arrow Powwow I observed a game between the
Kootenai hosts and a team led by Curtis, a Salish man who made up his own songs. Curtis began one of his
songs by singing, “We’re gonna get your sticks!” and then quickly transitioned into his own song. His face
turned bright red as he did so, and some people laughed because it was so out of the ordinary to hear actual
words within the context of the song. But others considered this disrespectful of him.
18
Charlotte Frisbie (1980) proposed four different types of vocables in her study of Navajo ceremonial
music: vocables as sound symbols (for use in ritual), as archaic words, as foreign words, and as “truly
meaningless” or untranslatable vocables.
19
I asked Goozer if he ever heard people singing songs wrong, and he said that although some individuals
might do so at first, he was taught to never make fun of someone’s attempt to sing. It was enough that they
were participating in the act of singing. Ambrose told me that when he was younger and learning songs,
older tribe members would tell him that he was singing the song wrong.
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Transcriptions of stickgame songs
The only other extant transcriptions and analyses of stickgame songs from western
Montana date back to the middle of the twenty-first century. From the 1950s to the 1960s,
Alan Merriam recorded and analyzed songs from the Flathead Reservation while fellow
ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl wrote about Blackfoot (Blackfeet) songs (including hand
game) from the neighboring Blackfeet Reservation. Although anthropologist Bill Brunton
worked with the Kootenai who lived further north on the Flathead Reservation, his focus
on kinship and intergroup relations led him to write about stickgame without any detailed
description of the songs beyond simple verbal descriptions.
Merriam and Nettl attempted to extrapolate from their work an overall sense of
“style,” or certain patterns and characteristics that were shared among the songs of a
particular tribe. Similar to the type of categorization and musical analysis found in Alan
Lomax’s Cantometrics, Merriam analyzed his songs according to lists of objective
musical features such as tonal range, melodic intervals, scale, mode, subjective tonic, etc.
Although the data that Merriam collected was impressive, this manner of analysis
reduced the songs to bare prototypes, or what he called “an average song.” Reduced to
notes restricted to the rules of the Western staff notation system, transcriptions of songs
lose the pulsing quality that drive the game and keep the momentum going forward.
With this in mind, the following transcriptions must be understood as an imperfect
method of capturing sound down upon paper. The pitches I notate are fairly accurate
representations of the notes I heard sung, but not all.20 Hence, listening to the original

20

A friend with absolute pitch listened to my recordings and asked if some individuals knew that they were
not singing “in tune.” I replied that our standards of intonation probably did not apply, as many stickgame
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recording is the only way to really experience the driving force of the rhythm and feel of
the song. Songs taken out of the stickgame context lose some of the spontaneity and
reactive quality to the coinciding gameplay that keep the repetitive melodic phrases from
becoming stale.
Example 1 is an example of a Salish stickgame song as sung to me by Goozer.
Known for his knowledge of the stickgame song repertoire and his love of singing the
songs to himself, I asked him in the middle of July if it would be possible for us to meet
up at Nkʷusm so I could record some of his songs. All of the songs that he sang for me
were “open” songs that he said he had permission to sing, which I took to mean that the
original owner might not mind other people singing, or that they were not harmful
stickgame songs that might carry negative unforeseen consequences if sung outside the
game. Goozer sang this song for me, accompanied by him tapping along with a pen on
his knee. Before he began, we made sure that the door was closed. I also promised I
would not record and sell these songs for profit. Goozer did not want to name this
particular song for me, but he was able to tell me that it came from the surrounding area,
and that the man’s family still used this song. When I asked about the tempo of the songs
and if they changed, he said that all of their songs always remained at about the same
speed and he tapped an example for me.

players have never received formal musical training, and there are also many musical pitches from around
the globe that we know cannot be perfectly represented using staff notation.
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Example 1. Salish stickgame song sung to me by Kale Gardner, recorded in 2012.

Example 2 is a recording of a made-up song sung by a Salish stickgame player,
“C”. I recorded this song in the context of a long game from the first night of the
Standing Arrow Powwow. I was unprepared for the stark sonic contrast between a team
led by a player who sung his own songs and a team composed almost entirely of family
members and friends who had grown up with their songs together. Because he was the
pointer, C was in charge of starting the song for his team; whenever he sang his own
songs, his teammates did not join in with him.21 Rather, they hit their frame drums or
shook their rattles as he sang his song all by himself. As soon as the bones went over to
the Kootenai side, the volume level increased tremendously as dozens of individuals
raised their voices in song together.
In this recording, C starts off his song by singing words – the only instance of
words I heard while conducting fieldwork. He sings, “Don’t you cry here, we’re gonna
try and get some of your sticks.” Upon finishing that last word, he starts to sing his own
song. Notably, C’s face was bright red as he sang, and people laughed in the stickgame
arbor at this unexpected sonic surprise. I noticed that his made-up song differed in many
of the typical features that define the “standard” stickgame song: the vocables and pitches

21

It was unclear if this was due to a lack of familiarity with the song, or if the team members did not want
to sing someone else’s made-up song. Yet they sat with him, demonstrating their support and faith in his
gambling prowess.
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seemed almost improvised on the spot, and the repetition of melodic phrases was
inconsistent. His vocable delivery was faster, and the rhythmic accompaniment was less
together and cohesive than when other individuals sang (non-made-up songs).
All of the pitches were also dropped by a whole tone; it is unclear to me if
this is because Merriam did not begin his transcription with the piano note closest to the
sung pitch, or if the recording I obtained presented an inaccurate sonic representation of
the song.
Example 4. Stickgame song recorded in 1950 by Alan Merriam.is a transcription of a
Salish stickgame song sang live in a game that Merriam recorded in 1950; this
transcription appeared later in his 1967 monograph. When listening to the recording for
this song, the sound of sticks tapping against wooden poles mixes with laughter,
conversation, and other sounds accompanying the gameplay. Comparing this
transcription to the recording from whence it came, however, I found that the
transcription did not cover all of the notes that were sung and that some of the rhythms
were also oversimplified.
Example 3. Transcription of stickgame song recorded in 1950 by Alan Merriam (taken
from his monograph).

Revisiting this song, with the help of a friend with absolute pitch and a composer
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friend, I came up with this transcription of the same song (Example 4. Stickgame song
recorded in 1950 by Alan Merriam.. In this version, I attempt to notate individual
vocables as pitches, with emphases on accents and breaths. All of the pitches were also
dropped by a whole tone; it is unclear to me if this is because Merriam did not begin his
transcription with the piano note closest to the sung pitch, or if the recording I obtained
presented an inaccurate sonic representation of the song.
Example 4. Stickgame song recorded in 1950 by Alan Merriam.

I have included Merriam's original transcription, as well as my own, in order to
compare this particular stickgame song with the transcription shown in Example 5.
Stickgame song recorded in July 2012 at Standing Arrow Powwow. which was recorded
at the Standing Arrow Powwow in 2012. I was unsure at first if this was the same song as
the one recorded by Merriam in 1960. This is due to the fact that this song was sung by
the Kootenai team (not Salish), the tempo was slower, and the song also carried different
musical embellishments. But because the pitch intervals and contour of these songs
clearly match one another, I am confident in calling these examples variations of the
same song.
In my recording, the poles and sticks have been replaced by the pounding of
drums and shaking of rattles. Snippets of conversation can also be heard, “He's right
there! Go get 'im!” As the volume of the drums and voices increase, there is a sense of
urgency or suspense lingering in the air. But with a disappointed “Oh...” matching the
currently sung vocable, the song comes to an end and the Kootenais must forfeit their
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bones over to the other team.
Example 5. Stickgame song recorded in July 2012 at Standing Arrow Powwow.

Songs are more than frivolous or ornamental additions to the game; they also take
on different roles according to the individual(s) singing. Stickgame songs may function as
manifestations of one's sumesh for attracting luck in a game or warding off other
opponents, as markers of identity for a particular individual or tribe to whom the song
belong, as a way for individuals to sonically express their pride in their tribe or family or
adherence to tradition, or as an auditory signal that complements various events that
occur over the course of a single game. In the next chapter, I discuss the performance of
stickgame songs and how the songs function on multiple levels as expressions of cultural
identity and social commentaries regarding the state of society, past and present.
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Chapter 4: Performing Social Identity Through Play

We don't play against one another. And we sing our own songs. We don't
sing Salish songs, we don't sing Blackfeet songs. We don't sing Yakima or
Nez Perce. Or Spokane. We don't sing their songs. We sing our own songs.
And I believe, that's the way it was meant to be. That's why we have our
own songs today, you know? Our ancestors gave us these songs that they
handed down to us. They didn't say, learn Colville songs and sing those.
You have your own songs, you use your own songs.
-Junior Caye, July 2012
Consider everyday life as a performance, framed and performed.
-Erving Goffman, 1959

As I watched game after game during the first few days of the Arlee Fourth of
July Powwow, the organizational element of how these games came to be started in the
first place and how teams were formed escaped me. The games and songs operated so
seamlessly, I thought that teams were static entities created in advance and that
individuals met together privately to go over the list of songs that they would be singing
during the game. How else could the teams know what order of songs to launch into right
away? And how did everyone know what to sing? These early misconceptions of mine
strongly shaped my early impressions of stickgame and how I viewed the participation of
the individuals involved.
With this seemingly premeditated action at the forefront of how I perceived the
game, stickgame took on the air of a performance. Each player knew his or her part and
followed some predetermined script accordingly. Because of my attempts to impose some
sort of regular pattern upon that which I did not understand, the switching of songs from
side to side appeared to be a well-rehearsed process and the movements that individuals
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made when hiding or pointing looked highly stylized.1 As teams coordinated their body
movements and voices raised in song, the differences between one side and the other
became even further accentuated.
Over time, as I became more familiar with the rules of stickgame, I learned that
songs were not “rehearsed,” per se; rather, individuals learned them over time on their
own by sitting with others and singing together, whether it be at a powwow or in a sweat
lodge. I also found that the composition of teams was not set in stone except in the case
of tournaments, in which teams of four to five individuals had to be registered in
advance. But the performative aspect of stickgame remained. Framed as a performance,
stickgame wavers between rigid competition and unrestrained play. Although rules
structure how expressions of identity operate within the space of the game, the voluntary,
make-believe aspect of play allows players to immerse themselves within a social
microcosm patterned after real, pre-existing relationships and interactions; within this
space, players self-select and reify aspects of identity that they want others to see. The
choice of actions and songs then provides ongoing support to sustain these impressions.
Organized as a conflict between opposing teams, the space in which stickgame is
played clearly separates groups from one another spatially as well as sonically. As the
game progresses, it provides an avenue with which to resolve this conflict, with a clear
winner and loser at the end of the game. Consequently, social comparison and
competition between groups are prominent features and byproducts of stickgame, and
songs play a significant role in augmenting these social relationships as well as in
1

This is not to say that fun and freedom were totally lost. Some individuals deviated a bit from the usual
pattern by embellishing or personalizing their actions. For instance, someone might toss the bones spinning
into mid-air spinning before grabbing them and hiding them, or a pointer might laugh while giving the
finger to the opposing team instead of an actual point, etc.
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creating them. The individuals I interviewed attached strong feelings of pride and
ownership to their songs and made a point to contrast their own tribe with others, and as I
asked players like Junior about stickgame, the responses that I received made it clear that
songs were more than just arbitrary, ornamental additions to the game.
In the past, scholars have tended to focus on the spatial aspects and structural
organization of stickgame and how these features contribute to the game’s function and
utility as a device for societal maintenance and intertribal conflict resolution (Brunton
1974; Boyd 1977; Cheska 1977). But I contend that the significance of stickgame songs
in facilitating intertribal and intragroup relationships should not be overlooked.
Stickgame songs serve multiple purposes: they foster the development of group unity;
they demarcate and identify individual and team affiliations; they may also be wielded as
tools of spiritual power or psychological warfare against opponents. The performance of
songs is also a very public, social demonstration of individual and group loyalties.
Singing becomes an effective way for individuals to express their perception and
construction of the various in-group and out-group relationships created by the
competition and opposition between teams.
It is not enough for an analysis of stickgame to solely consist of the simple
statement that songs express an individual’s or group’s identity, however, nor should the
analysis only focus upon these outwards expressions of group affiliation. Psychological
processes alone also cannot explain the feelings of group unity and solidarity that form
over the course of the game. But by incorporating anthropological (ethnographic)
research with psychological (empirical) findings, we can better understand how the
society or group comes to “install itself in the mind of the individual” in the first place
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and what ramifications this installation holds for the players involved.2 With this in mind,
I combine a variety of approaches in my examination of how stickgame songs act as
markers of social identity, what significance they hold for those who sing them, and why.
Although we may frame the primary interaction between individuals as a simple
competition, when placed into another frame, this interaction also becomes an enactment
and performance of a social drama simultaneously presented and perceived by players
and spectators alike in the space of the stickgame arena.3
Known for his work on performance theory and performance studies, Richard
Schechner looked to theater as a way to explain how people might use performance to
experiment with, act out, and ratify change. Here, I extend Schechner’s model to
stickgame: players may similarly use songs and other actions to experiment with the
boundaries between individual and collective social identity, act out social conflicts and
self-identifications through the lens of performance, and ratify and make clear changes to
social affiliations over time. Grounding stickgame players’ expressions and constructions
of individual and collective social identity in the dual frameworks of performance and
play theory, I hope to present a richer, more involved perspective of the various processes
underlying individual and group negotiations of social identity through song.

The value of play
What is the significance of play? How does the framework of a game shape social
interactions amongst players? It is important to remember that stickgame is first and

2

Hogg and Abrams, 1988.
I have been most influenced here by Erving Goffman’s (1974) conception of play as a type of makebelieve frame that patterns itself upon everyday life.
3
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foremost a game. As such, there must necessarily be some element of play involved.
Johan Huizinga defined play as an activity which temporarily removes the
individual(s) into a “temporary sphere of activity with disposition all of its own.”4 In this
microcosm of society, the freedom attached to play promotes the formations of social
groups that would not otherwise be expressed out in the open.5 It is important to note that
the social groups formed by play, or what Huizinga calls “play-communities,” are not
temporary artifacts. Formation of social groups may also precede play, as we see in the
case of stickgame when families and friends choose to sit together on the same team - but
through the act of play, these groups become further cemented and more sharply defined
in the individuals’ minds. Huizinga explained this phenomenon as stemming from “the
feeling of being ‘apart together’ in an exceptional situation, of sharing something
important, of mutually withdrawing from the rest of the world and rejecting the usual
norms, retains its magic beyond the duration of the individual game.”6 Consequently,
play and the group cohesion that it fosters amongst individuals and communities has
lasting implications for the formation of social identity.
The social relations that manifest themselves in stickgame through song and
action rely upon an already meaningful, pre-existing framework. As they play, stickgame
players reaffirm intergroup relations and conflicts that also exist outside of the stickgame
arbor. Intertribal tensions are not left behind at the door, so to speak; these tensions
continue to color the interactions between teams when they meet over stickgame. The
majority of stickgame teams are composed of individuals belonging to the same tribe or
family, and with teams that are composed of individuals from different tribes, there is
4

Huizinga 1950, p. 8.
Ibid, p. 13.
6
Ibid, p. 12.
5
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often a very strong tendency for people from the same geographic area or reservation to
bond together against groups that come from further localities. The perceived distance
relation between tribes is not limited to spatial relations alone, as historic alliances and
warfare also bear upon the social relations manifested over the course of the game.7
Evolutionary history provides additional evidence for the role of play in fostering
social relations and group maintenance. Primatologists have long noted the function of
play in other primate societies as a way to hold together hierarchy within group and
maintain social relations.8 Social play has been described as the main means by which
chimps may find their place in the group and also establish patterns of dominance.9 As
with stickgame, individuals may also find themselves trying to navigate and negotiate
kinship relations and social dominance hierarchies while playing the game.10
By virtue of there being play, there must also be fun involved. Although there are
times when games take on a more serious air (especially when thousands of dollars are at
stake), stickgame is primarily a fun entertainment device, a way for individuals to relax
and lose themselves in the action. Songs can be an effective way for individuals to share
7

On the last night of the Standing Arrow Powwow, I was asked by a Blackfeet man named Mark if I would
sit next to him while he played. Aware that sitting next to Mark would mean showing support for his team
(and against the Kootenai host), I asked Junior and his wife Gigi what would happen if I did so. Gigi told
me that ten to fifteen years ago, allegiance was a big issue. But now, it was a time of peace, so the
restrictions and tensions surrounding stickgame were more relaxed. This statement was confirmed by
Mark’s uncle, Floyd Tinyman Heavyrunner, a well-known medicine man and stickgame player. In the end, I
chose not to sit next to Mark because he made advances and remarks towards me that made me feel uneasy.
I ended up sitting next to Junior and the Kootenai team for the rest of the night.
8
Schechner (2003) notes that it is only in primate societies that “play and ritual coincide, mix, and
combine” (p.99).
9
Carpenter, 1964.
10
It is important to note here that I am not trying to draw a direct causal link between stickgame players
and chimps; rather, Schechner (2003) asks us to consider the implications of these ethological studies.
Because other primate societies include parallels to human performance and play, there must be some sort
of value and/or functional purpose to play. Otherwise, why else would play exist? In Huizinga’s earlier
work, he also stated that “all the basic factors of play, both individual and communal, are already present in
animal life... thus competitions and exhibitions as amusements do not proceed from culture, they rather
precede it” (1950, p.47).
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the fun with one another. At the powwows in Arlee and Elmo, there was one song that
caught my attention because of its silliness and lack of seriousness, also because of the
smiles and laughter on the players’ faces as they sang this song. In addition to the
pleasurable experience of singing, when individuals are having fun, they are also more
creative in how they express themselves. I saw one young hider at the Coeur d’Alene
Tournament, for instance, who liked to enthusiastically dance in his seat every time he
“got away” from the pointer.
Just as stickgame is a game that people play, stickgame is also a performance;
individuals and teams perform songs for others to hear, they perform actions of the game
for others to see, they perform social identities for others to interpret. These public
performances are bound by expectations and rules guiding the players’ actions; thus the
game fluctuates between these two frames, as the unrestrained, make-believe element that
constitutes play is conditioned by the underlying rules and ritualized behavior that both
defines and permeates performance.11

The value of performance
The examination of performance is crucial to our understanding of the historical changes
that have taken place in stickgame. First, performances reflect the social and cultural
expectations of the society in which they are presented.12 The rules governing stickgame,
as well as the attitudes towards the game and the songs, have changed numerous times in
the last few centuries; these changes came about as a result of various societal pressures,
which then became reflected in the performance and enactment of the game. Second, we
11

Schechner 2003, p. 99.
Goffman describes performances as being “socialized, molded, and modified“ to fit the societal context
in which they occur (Ibid, p. 22)
12
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cannot ignore the role of the individual in innovating performances as a reaction to his or
her perception of societal values.13 Much of the cultural change to native communities in
this last century occurred as a result of paternalistic governmental interference; with the
transmission of traditional values strongly curtailed and severely handicapped,
individuals had to find new ways to cope, as well as new outlets for the expression of
these changes.
In a way, human beings are always engaging in some form of presentation or
performance when placed into a social situation; we guide and control the impressions
that others have of us through our actions, words, and behaviors.14 When playing
stickgame, there are multiple ways in which individuals may present themselves or send
non-linguistic messages to the other team. As a sonic example, individuals hit their frame
drums harder to signal an exciting turn of events, or as a way to try and psych out the
opposition. Some hiders choose to blow on the bones before hiding them, and pointers
may rub sticks on the earth to remove the other team’s power or sumesh; these actions
signal individuals who may be more traditionally-minded, or conversely, one trying to
present an image of legitimacy and showing off without really understanding the spiritual
significance behind these motions.
It is also through the literal space of performance that individuals may construct,
present, and interpret intra- and intergroup relations. Different stickgame settings connote
different meanings and ways of behaving within the game. Games that take place at home
are often more casual affairs, while games that take place in a casino or during a
13

Goffman writes that “when the individual presents himself before others, his performance will tend to
incorporate and exemplify the officially accredited values of a society, more so, in fact, than does his
behavior as a whole... performance highlights the common official values of the society in which it occurs
… as an expressive rejuvenation and reaffirmation of the moral values of the community.” Ibid, p. 23.
14
Goffman, 1956.
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tournament emphasize the competitive aspect of play, conditioned by stricter rules telling
players what they can and cannot do. An individual’s relation to his or her environment is
also full of meaning; when I first met Eldena Bear Don’t Walk, we walked around the
stickgame arbor at Arlee, and as we paused to observe a game taking place, Eldena hoped
that her god-brother would not get angry at her for standing on the opposite side. I
learned from this statement that the seemingly simple act of sitting or standing behind a
team, for instance, instantly conveyed a message of support for that team. Thus spatial
environment becomes essential for imparting cues and information about who an
individual supports, and the literal gap on the ground that divides teams does so both
figuratively and literally.
Goffman defined performance as “all the activity of a given participant on a given
occasion which serves to influence in any way of the other participants.”15 Under this
definition, individuals are always projecting or performing in order to leave an
impression upon others socially, whether it be done consciously or unconsciously. As
members of a team stage similar individual performances or stage dissimilar
performances, an emergent team impression arises.16 These impressions, individual and
collective, then constitute what we come to think of social identities.

Defining social identity
Music appeals to both the individual and collective experiences of identity; the
experience of music may be intensely private, as we listen to and associate particular
emotions or memories with a song. At the same time, the performance of music

15
16

1956, p. 8.
Ibid, p. 49.
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necessitates collaboration and group cooperation. The presence of a group, or being
amongst many other like-minded individuals, alters the phenomenological experience of
music; 17 other psychologists have found that singing together as part of a group also
provides other social benefits.18
Boyd (1977) argued that stickgame acts as a “sounding board for the interactions
of We, We versus You, and We versus Them.”19 Building off of Boyd's argument, I add
another category, that of I, to her list of social markers and identities that are made salient
while playing stickgame. With the choice to sing a particular song, a singer may proclaim
“I am Kootenai” or “I am Salish.” At the same time, the act of singing as a group
signifies to the opposing team “We are Kootenai” or “We are Salish” and heightens the
collective sense of loyalty to the in-group. The elements of competition and conflict that
define stickgame lend themselves to the sharp division between different teams and
groups. Based on this group division, in-group and out-group categorizations arise in the
minds of the individuals participating; this is where expressions of identity are crucial in
separating out “We” from “Them,” or “We” against “You.”
Psychologists use the concept of identity to refer to the different ways in which
the self may be conceptualized, by individuals or those around them. Social identity
theory in particular focuses on the intergroup contexts and the characteristics that are
shared by the collective groups with which one is identified.20 The repetitive nature of
stickgame, from the constant switching of sides for singing, drumming, and hiding the
bones, to the many instances of the game that might be played over the course of the
17

Studies on music and trance emphasize collective effervescence and the feelings of transcendence from
being a part of a large group of people (Durkheim; Sylvan).
18
Bailey and Davidson (2009); Ginsborg, Chaffin, and Nicholson (2006); Valentine and Evans (2001).
19
p. 212.
20
Brewer 1991; Tajfel 1972
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summer, reinforces existing social roles and relations. It is in these repeated interactions
and iterations of contact between individuals and groups that individual self-esteem may
then be bolstered, comparisons made between one's in-group and an out-group, and social
identity formed.21
Social identity is an individual’s knowledge that he or she belongs to a social
category or group, a social group being a set of individuals who hold a common social
identification or view themselves as members of the same social category.22 Social
groups are functional; they fulfill individual and societal needs for order, structure,
simplification, predictability, etc. Two different processes occur in the process of social
identity formation: self-categorization and social comparison. Through social
comparison, persons who are similar to the self are categorized with the self and labeled
the in-group, and persons who differ from the self are categorized as the out-group. With
self-categorization, the perceived similarities between the self and other in-group
members are accentuated, as are the perceived differences between the self and out-group
members. In contrast, the accentuation effect with social comparison is applied directly to
the "dimensions that will result in self-enhancing outcomes for the self."23
In the context of an activity such as stickgame that builds off of competition and
conflict between teams, multiple opportunities for in-group and out-group comparisons
arise. Competition simultaneously heightens an individual’s solidarity for his or her ingroup even as it distances that individual from the out-group. Although the historical
tendency has been for tribes to compete against one another based on geographic

21

According to Hogg and Abrams (1988), group formation necessitates repeated positive interaction
between group members.
22
Ibid.
23
Ibid, p. 225.
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localities, in my interviews, many of my interviewees compared generations instead
(young vs. old, past vs. present). This finding is interesting in light of the fact that
although comparison between age groups is not a new phenomenon, the splintering of
tribes from the inside out means shaking up of group solidarity and identity.24 If
individuals perceive less unity amongst their in-group, this might provide the impetus to
emphasize the individual over the collective; thus, the increased presence of made-up
songs as well as what older players view as disrespectful actions (hitting drum out of turn
or too loudly, etc.) may be a partial result of a weaker in-group loyalty, thus leading to
less motivation to conform.

Shifting songs, changing identities
Situated between coastal tribes to the west, Canadian tribes to the north, and Plains tribes
to the east, the Plateau area has traditionally been a major highway for cross-cultural
contact between tribes. Given this history of association, it is not surprising that many
native songs from this area have been “borrowed” from one tribe or another at various
points in time. Merriam explained in his monograph that the Flathead (Salish) borrowed
songs from other tribes as one source of music material, and that over time, this adoption
of songs was increasing.25 In the past couple of decades, however, the “sanguine attitude”
that Merriam noted in his monograph has taken an increasingly bitter turn. Many of the
individuals that I interviewed spoke in pride about how they continued to keep up the

24

McAllester (1954) wrote: “There are indications that the Navajos are moving at present toward the
development of a new set of values in music. It is my opinion that the process of secularization is beginning
to move up the scale of danger. As this happens, more and more of the music loses the heavy emotional
charge it once carried” (p. 72).
25
Moreover, his informants were “sanguine about borrowing songs from other tribes, and in some cases
there [was] a considerable manifest eagerness to do so” (Merriam 1967, p. 22)
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tradition of singing the songs of their own people, compared to those who decided to
borrow songs from others without their permission – or steal. It was important for these
individuals to hold onto their songs and to preserve them as an expressive marker that
represented who they were, individually and collectively.
Some of the ambivalence towards singing songs known to belong to others may
stem from the beliefs that doing so would incur some sort of punishment for incorrectly
using the song, or that disrespect of song ownership would in turn affect one’s gambling
ability as well as reputation within the community. Nostalgia for the past tinged many of
my conversations with individuals like Junior. When I met with him, he emphasized how
a particular song sung by a particular individual or group of individuals used to
immediately signify and identify who was singing, who was pointing, and who was
playing:

To go from what I used to see to today, you know, the change I really
noticed is that each tribe has their own songs. I'd go to a powwow and be
pulling into the powwow later and be parked outside and start putting my
cap up and I could hear 'em singing up there. And I'd know what tribe that
was. I'd know who was pointing 'cause I know this person sings them
songs. Today you go to a powwow, you get out of the cab, you don't know
who they are! Because today they're singing everybody else's songs. They
make up their own songs. You know, these young kids, they make up their
own songs so then they can just sit there, hum one out, and put it into a
song.26

Today, that ability to recognize and distinguish between groups has begun to fade
as everyone begins to “sing everybody else's songs.” Vernon described to me how
identities were becoming increasingly indistinct as he walked past the stickgame arbor,
recollecting the “Top 10” phenomenon.
26

July 2012.
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Hogg and Abrams (1988) noted that “conformity is increased by identity salience,
because the more salient the identity, the greater the expectation of agreement between
common category members, and hence the greater the pressure for conformity when
perceived or actual disagreement is encountered.”27 The loss of identity salience increases
and group conformity weakens as stickgame teams become increasingly intertribal in
nature and songs no longer act as effective group identifiers. Following this loss in
identity salience, borrowing songs from others and making up songs to increase one's
self-reputation and self-esteem weakens the once homogenous stickgame team structure
and mentality.
In online messages exchanged with Junior’s son Ambrose, he expressed
frustration over those who refused to partake in the collective act of singing as a sign that
for these individuals, the refusal to participate and express identity through song related
to a greater disconnect between one's perceived individual identity and that of the group.
His remarks echoed sentiments similar to those brought up by his father and Goozer:

When I was growing up people sung their own songs still, the Colvilles
sang their songs, the Kalispels theirs, the Kootenais theirs, the Utes theirs
and Canadians theirs. Nowadays when listening to stickgame from camp,
you can’t even tell who is playing because everyone sings everyone’s
songs. Also nowadays people don’t sing the songs of their ancestors,
they’re making them up themselves. One last change I’d like to
acknowledge is that everyone would be singing while playing, nowaday’s
people just sit and rattle their rattlers or pound their drums and not sing.28
By naming other tribes – the Colvilles from Eastern Washington, the Canadians from the
north – Ambrose intimated that the changes in stickgame he witnessed were not limited
just to his own tribe. For the Kootenais and other tribes, songs historically functioned as
27
28

p. 175.
Facebook message, September 2012.
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an expression of “we-ness” as well as a way to highlight representatives of different
groups when meeting with one another to trade and compete over material goods.
Today, the function of stickgame as a bartering tool and point of intertribal contact
has decreased greatly as new technologies and methods of communications better
connect individuals from the reservation and elsewhere. Given the greater connectedness
between the individuals, the ability to discern and distinguish tribes based on song alone
seems to have diminished in value. But in other settings, this ability of songs to mark and
express identity becomes even more important. I discuss the importance of this ability to
identify oneself or one’s tribe in the next chapter, where contemporary stickgame and the
rise of the stickgame tournament have altered many aspects of the traditional gameplay.
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Chapter 5: Contemporary Stickgame

In the last half century, stickgame has taken on an increasingly competitive bent.
High-stake games worth thousands of dollars and rigidly organized tournaments have all
but replaced the traditional material games, and more recently, stickgame singing contests
have been created to pit one’s song or singing prowess against another. The issues facing
stickgame closely parallel those that also occur in the greater powwow community, as
stickgame can be analyzed as a microcosm within the powwow. But because the nature of
stickgame already centers around competition, and because stickgame also operates in a
(literally) separate circle from the drum groups, the central question I want to ask in this
chapter is not how competition has altered stickgame, but rather, how formalized
competition has changed the ways in which intertribal interactions and demonstrations of
identity through song now occur.1
What role does stickgame hold today for those who play? How have songs and
attitudes been impacted by the rise of competitive stickgame tournaments? In this chapter
I elaborate upon the role of contemporary stickgame in creating new sonic and spatial
arenas for intergroup contact, particularly in the case of the stickgame tournament, and
what these new forms of contact mean for the players. I then examine how the rise of
organized competition, as exemplified in the creation of stickgame tournaments, has
forced participants to adapt and modify their singing and playing styles accordingly. I
also provide an explanation of how people traditionally conceived of the function of
stickgame songs and how these idealistic representations of the past contrast with the

1

Christopher Scales has argued that competition can be a positive addition to the powwow, as it “actually
helps to foster intertribal and intercommunity solidarity” (2007, p. 4).
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songs heard today. Although dissenting opinions over the importance of the song may be
a cause of friction between older, more traditionally minded individuals and the younger
generation today, stickgame continues to function as an important diplomatic tool at
tournaments and powwows.

The stickgame tournament
Stickgame is not limited to the powwow grounds, nor is it limited to the basic open game
setup (two teams compete against one another in a large space). Informal games may be
played at home with friends and family members, where chores or simple favors might be
the currency of choice. Many individuals now also flock to powwow- or casino-hosted
stickgame tournaments over the course of the year, where just like competition powwows
(dance and drum competitions), the introduction of highly structured rules have
significantly altered the way stickgame is played.2
Stickgame tournaments are relatively recent newcomers to the powwow and
gambling scene. In my interviews, individuals generally seemed to place the tournament
as having come into being in the last two or three decades. I found this placement
consistent with the lack of information on tournaments from sources written in the late
1970s and early 1980s. But the rise of stickgame tournaments and big money games
parallel the emergence of so-called “mega pow-wows” that began to offer cash prizes in
the order of thousands of dollars in the 1970s.3 The shift to more competitive playing that
arose during the time quickly overtook the traditional method of playing, and by the mid80s and 90s, tournaments and big money games began have an even greater presence in

2
3

Ibid, p. 31.
Ibid, p.29.
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the stickgame and powwow circuit.
With the introduction of competition into the powwow scene came more
formalized procedures which then “led to other “non-traditional” behaviors such as
cheating, lying, greed, and the harmful corruption of children.”4 Competition powwows
necessitated the use of money to reward those who came out ahead of others in singing
and dancing contests. An older Salish woman I talked to lamented the introduction of
money into their society; she described the need to acquire more of it as an ugly spirit
who consumed those who gave into their desires and made them perform once
unthinkable behaviors such as cheating in stickgame or running into the center of the
game in order to get at the money tied up in the middle. Some individuals told me of their
disdain for these round-robin tournaments, as betting is not allowed on individual games
and so a team may play four or five games in a row, but if they do not make it to the top
three places, they will have spent hours playing and singing for nothing.
Many tournaments incorporate strict rules governing the use of pointing gestures
or use of scarves, thus impeding individual freedom to act (see Figure 7. Rules from the
Coeur d'Alene Stickgame Tournament. for an example of some of the rules that were in
place at the Coeur d’Alene Tournament). In large tournaments hosted at casinos, a room
may be full of over a hundred individuals in teams of five all beating drums or singing at
the same time; in such situations, the song loses its power to communicate group identity
clearly and immediately amidst the din. Conversely, the song becomes even more
important in the setting of the scramble, as individuals strive to let others know where he
or she comes from through song.

4

Ibid, p. 57.
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Figure 7. Rules from the Coeur d'Alene Stickgame Tournament.
At the powwows and tournaments I attended, I observed a range between
(relatively) quiet games played between older men and women and the more raucous
games in which banging on the drum loudly (in addition to other rude gestures) was used
to taunt opponents when they guessed incorrectly and had to give up their sticks. Junior
told me, “More drums come in today, they try to mess with your mind, the drum. Hittin' it
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really hard so you can't think, you know, they do that.” Hitting the drum hard, particularly
when it was not accompanied by song was also something I noticed as separating
children from adults, as well as more traditionally rooted individuals from newer
generations. Before one of the games at the Standing Arrow Powwow, a young child took
a frame drum and started to beat it loudly over and over again. The sound echoed
throughout the stickgame arbor and people turned their heads, searching for the source.
Junior yelled at the child, “Hey, stop hittin' it so loud! Don't you do that!” One black man,
who I saw at most of the games I observed, carried a bad reputation for hitting his drum
in an especially loud manner, to the point where it became almost painful when one was
in relatively close quarters. I never saw him being publicly rebuked, despite hearing
complaints regarding his actions from a variety of individuals.
The increasing focus on competition and money has changed the motivation
behind why people play, as well as how they play. Stickgame tournaments are the perfect
place to examine the changing face of stickgame. Some tournaments have introduced
new rules and structures for playing stickgame that disrupt the traditional manner in
which players must sing, seat themselves, and identify with one another. In spite of these
modifications to the game, players have adapted quickly to the new formats. Song now
takes on a reinforced role as a marker of individual identity when stickgame players are
forced to play with strangers from other tribes or non-natives. Singing also heightens
feelings of group identity and cohesion in the space of the tournament when players are
allowed to choose their own team.
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Testing my stickgame prowess
In the last weekend of my fieldwork, I attended the Coeur d'Alene Casino's 19th Annual
Stickgame Tournament in Worley, Idaho. The tournament lasted for three days and
included a scramble on Friday night, a round-robin on Saturday along with a traditional
material game in the morning, and open format games on Sunday. I decided to join the
scramble on Friday because I had not yet put in a bet all summer, and I thought that if I
was going to bet for the first time, I might as well begin with myself. I was also
fascinated by the idea of the scramble. Unlike standard games in which players choose
where they would sit and who their team members would be, the scramble placed people
together onto a team based on the random drawing of names. I was eager to find out and
experience for myself how total strangers would interact and identify with one another in
this forced cooperative situation.
The Coeur d'Alene stickgame tournament took place in the casino's bingo room, a
large space filled with the sickly pale yellow of indoor lighting. One could reach this
room only by walking through the slot machine hall, a study in complete contrasts. This
room was dark and smoky-smelling and filled with the constant tinkling of coins spilling
into metal trays as well as the various beeps, whistles and sirens emanating from the slot
machines. The demographic makeup of the room also seemed to be entirely made up of
Caucasian tourists who probably had no idea of the tournament taking place just through
the double doors across from the entrance to the slot machine all. It was like stepping into
a completely different world every time I moved from one room to the next.
As individuals slowly trickled into the bingo hall room to register, friendly games
began to start in the middle of the room. The tournament was scheduled to start at 8 pm
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but because we had to wait for all of the open games to end, the first game of the night
did not start until nearly two hours later. I ended up being one of the team leaders, as my
name was called first before the other members of my team were announced and joined
me at the front of the room.5 Not only was my name prominently featured on a roundrobin bracket projected in the front of the room, it also meant that I was the unofficially
designated leader/pointer of my team, and so I felt a lot of pressure to hand the bones to
the right people, and to guess correctly. Although I started off well, winning four sticks in
a row, the luck of my team quickly went downhill, and we were knocked out after about
fifteen minutes of playing.
Although I would have liked to have gone all the way to the finals, the experience
was enormously thrilling. My team members and I shared the responsibility of pointing to
where we thought the bones were hidden, and when we did well, our song would grow
louder and I felt more pride in myself as well as in my team. I had been nervous as to
how we would know which song to sing, or who would be singing. But when our first
game began, the woman to my left led off with Coastal Salish song and the rest of us
tapped or hit our drums along with her. From there, she started all of our songs every time
we came into possession of the bones again.
After the early knock-out, I had plenty of time to walk around and watch the other
games in the room. I was struck by the incredible blanket of noise that filled the room.
There were thirty teams who registered, four people per team, and so my ears echoed
with the singing and drumming of over a hundred people playing at the same time. It was

5

As I stood at the front of the bingo hall, several waiting individuals pointed and smiled at me, “I recognize
you!” I was a bit embarrassed, as I had thought my presence relatively intrusive. But given the relatively
tight-knit community of the stickgame sphere, perhaps a stranger (and a young, female, Asian one at that)
would end up sticking out like a sore thumb after all.
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impossible to pick out a single song above the noise of the rest, and even when I was
facing my opponents in the first round, I had to force myself to concentrate on what was
happening in front of me so as to not be distracted by the movements of everyone else
around me. Those I interviewed earlier had voiced their disapproval of not being able to
identify individuals or tribes based on listening to just the song, and this concept was
magnified a thousand times over at the tournament, where no one could really hear
anyone else singing. The organization of the room thus created a catch-22 situation,
where in order to make the music audible, individuals needed to sing their songs louder
or strike their drums louder – but then everyone else around them had to do the same in
order to keep up.
The second day of the Coeur d’Alene Stickgame Tournament led off with a
material stickgame (see Figure 8). At the conclusion of this game, the official round-robin
tournament began. Families and friends were allowed to register small teams of their own
choosing for the tournament; of his experience participating in stickgame tournaments,
Ambrose told me that “I have never played in a tourney with anyone other than my
family. In the open games though, we always seem to play with someone who is familiar,
whether they be Coastal Salish or Interior Salish tribes.” Unfortunately, I could only stay
for the first few moments of this tournament as my flight back home was scheduled to
depart the following day.
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Figure 8. Material stickgame at Coeur d'Alene tournament.

When the stakes become higher, tournaments can be incredibly tiring and stressinducing. Some teams may have to stay up until 4 or 5 in the morning to finish their
games, yet if they do not make it to the finals, those hours then count for nothing. Goozer
did not like how tournaments took away the traditional betting element from games, “You
could win six games, spend all day doing it, and because you don't bet in tournaments,
you don't win no money, and then you get beat out so you'd play all day to get nothing.”
Yet if a team wins a tournament, the cash received is much greater and the prospect of
repeating one's success becomes even more tantalizing.
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While tournaments reflect the increasing emphasis on money and formalized
competition, they still hold value as a way of preserving the game, albeit in a new format.
They are here to stay as an important evolution of stickgame, disruption of longstanding
social and gaming patterns notwithstanding. Tournaments lead to new contexts for group
interaction and individual self-expression through song and gambling prowess; the nonorthodox element of creating teams in the scramble format also leads to a more relaxed
games with lower stakes where anyone may participate and try their luck. Meanwhile,
group competition in the round-robin format forces individuals to work closely with their
team and builds stronger bonds over the repeated hours of playing and singing as one.
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Conclusion

I think stickgame is one of the few places left in the world where it is truly
"Indian." I can go there and be in a world that no white man or nonIndian can truly understand. It's like being in an Indian world with no
non-Indians right in the middle of the modern world... a place to escape
from the modern day.
-Vernon Finley, September 2012
It's fun...it's just part of you and you crave it. You know, you don't play
stickgame for a couple months, and then you know Arlee Powwow is
coming or something, and you know that feeling just builds inside you,
“Man, I wanna hear them songs, I wanna play, I wanna hide, I wanna
point.” ...A lot of these families, that's the only time you see them... you
have friends, I got really good friends that I only see five times a year at
these different powwows and that's it. And it's sad, you know, you start
Arlee Powwow with the first stickgame and you go there and every year,
there's a handful of elderly people mainly that aren't there, that passed
away. It's our way, it's something we love to do. It's in us, I don't think I'll
ever stop playing stickgame.
-Kale Gardner, July 2012

There currently exists a dearth of ethnographic data on stickgame songs and
practice in the United States. I believe that stickgame is well worth future investigation in
order to help fit it into the current discourse surrounding competitive and traditional
paradigms in Native American culture and practice. My aim is to open up further
investigation of the game as an important addition to scholarly research concerning
intertribal and intercommunity gatherings and powwows. I also hope that this work will
prove valuable as a point of reference for future scholars interested in contemporary
stickgame and the various perspectives of individuals from the Flathead Reservation.
With this thesis I sought to provide a contemporary perspective on the state of
stickgame as I encountered it in Montana and Idaho. It was important to me that I situate
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my work historically so that I could understand how my research complemented what
had already been done, but also so that I could share with my readers the importance of
knowing the socio-historical events and factors that surround the game and the songs,
culminating in what we hear and see today. Events that happened after I conducted my
fieldwork only reinforced the importance of continuing to work with and learn from
native and indigenous groups. With the Idle No More Movement in the fall of 2012, the
national consciousness suddenly became aware of the struggles faced by First Nations
and Native American individuals. But events like the Salazar Settlements and the
Catholic payouts to native communities hardly made a ripple, despite the enormity of
what such recognition and victories meant for the individuals involved.
In 1967, Merriam noted his concern “about the changes which have taken place in
historic times and also those which are presumed will take place in the immediate
future.”1 At the time of the publication of his monograph, stickgame tournaments were
not yet mainstays of the summer powwow circuit. Today, however, the increasing
presence of formalized competition in the powwow and stickgame communities,
combined with relaxed attitudes towards traditional conceptions of song ownership, have
all contributed to the rewriting and reworking of traditional patterns of gaming and social
relationships.
In my attempts to better understand the changes occurring in stickgame, I found
myself learning more about how belief systems and notions of identity had changed. I
wanted to incorporate the element of change into my work, yet I was cautious about
making a broad, overarching statement about the impact of change on stickgame. Nettl
warned us of the scholarly cliché of viewing change as “an incidental, disturbing,
1

p.156.
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exceptional, polluting factor,”2 and I have attempted to avoid this cliché in my thesis by
including other viewpoints and perspectives from other disciplines to enrich my
observations of stickgame.
Other scholars have engaged with the binaries of “old” and “new”, “past” and
“present,” and “traditional” and “contemporary.” The discourse surrounding these
nostalgic terms variously revolves around the search for uncovering the reasons behind
cultural change or understanding change as a necessary, constant element that drives
society. With regards to powwow culture, Scales noted that “powwow people invoke
“tradition” for multiple purposes, with multiple objectives, and in multiple social
domains.”3 The majority of the individuals I interviewed were all heavily involved with
and invested in the cultural and linguistic preservation of their tribes. Consequently, the
responses I received were skewed towards an older population interested in keeping the
old ways, as opposed to the younger generation who many talked about as bringing about
these newer changes to the stickgaming scene.
Richard Murphy, a 73 year old Caucasian male, was the oldest player that I
interviewed. Regarding change, he told me that it was inevitable: “Every culture just
changes. Constantly. Constantly reinventing itself. When the young replace the old, they
do things that we would never have done. But we do things that our elders have never
done.” But he was still concerned about the future of stickgame. Variants of stickgame
were once played in this country by nearly a hundred different tribes; today, the majority
of tribes who have heard of, or still play, stickgame mostly from the west of Oklahoma.
Richard told me:

2
3

1983, p. 172.
2012, p.132.
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Other things become more and more important in people’s lives than
stickgame. It slowly dies. I don’t want it to become a museum, or
something you do on display. The powwow is not a recreation of anything.
The powwow is actual living culture that is happening right now. It’s not
some “olden days, frontier county, come to take photographs of it, this is
how it used to be,” it’s exactly how it is.4

Even with the dissident opinions on the state of stickgame today, stickgame still
holds a special significance for those who play. For some, it represents a way to
reconnect with and reaffirm one's native heritage. For others, stickgame is about the
community and the bonding of friends and family. When asked his reasons for playing
the game, Ambrose replied, “I always had this incredible indescribable feeling when
playing stickgame. It didn’t really matter where or who I was playing with. I always play
with my family. We always sit together because that’s what we were taught, brought up.
At home it’s always just for fun and laughs, for the memories.”
I began this thesis with an explanation of what it meant to be “chasing the bones.”
I have been chasing the bones for almost a year now, and the endgame draws nigh. But
even so, the future still holds a promise of more games to play and more bones to chase.
I continue to dream of stickgame, and in my dreams, I can always hear the songs clearly.
Goozer told me once that to dream of the game meant that I would be returning to play
again soon. I hope that in the years to come, this continues to hold true.

To those I met, for the memories we created together, and the qʷlqʷelm:
Lemlmts

4

Interview, July 2012.
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